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              INTRODUCTION 

 ”it has its own life. When it takes over and has a life of its own."  These lines have been 

taken from recent therapy sessions with clients as we have identified and brought more to 

awareness how traumatized inner beings operate . They poignantly express the felt quality that 

these places live in their own world, seemingly cut off from the current environment as well as 

the ordinary sense of self from which we tend to live. All of us in different ways are affected by 

events and situations that we can call "traumatic" or put another way, stressors that have 

traumatizing effects within our living organism. The effects of  trauma are greatly amplified 

when early life environments expose the developing organism to acute or prolonged stress that 

overwhelm the system beyond what it is capable of handling. The traumatic impact of the 

world is  especially harrowing when the early life environment (parents/ family/ community) 

that is supposed to  provide shelter, support, nurturance, safety becomes itself the source of 

severe and continual stress- e.g. abuse, violence, neglect, loss, etc. The infant organism 

experiences and 'stores' the impact of the trauma in ways that allow it to survive, to 

compensate for the lack of safety, protection and soothing- which form the very fabric and 

texture of our bodily being in the world. The patterns that are laid down tend to remain as 

background and as that out of which we live, ways of being that form early that they simply feel 

like "who we are," and "how the world is."  

 What is traumatic is not just the events or environments in themselves, but an 

interaction of a sensitive and undeveloped organism that is not prepared or ready for what 

happens, and where the stress is so acute and/or chronic that it alters/impairs/stops the 

healthy development of the organism. Events that are traumatic can be one-time occurrences 

or, more usually, are chronic stressors that cause long-term impact in our very ways of being in 
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the world. As we will explore, what maintains the field of trauma patterns is that at its core, 

horrific events and situations result in the essential parts of ourselves either not developing, 

remaining hidden or lost, or being given away. In addition, they are the effects that include 

carrying the energy, spirit, or soul of another in our own being. This includes the  transmission 

of inter-generational trauma including deeply rooted beliefs, suffering, and pains that have 

never been examined, challenged, or released.  Let me share two examples from my childhood:  

I grew up in a Jewish household in NYC, my maternal grandparents being 1st generation immigrants 
from Romania. In the European Orthodox Jewish tradition (especially those living in rural and poor 
regions), there was a lot of deep rooted superstition, including (what we would call) magical beliefs and 
superstitious rituals. Although not specifically taught, my inner sensitive organism picked up on and 
carried the fears (and paranoia) associated with these beliefs. For many years, probably starting when I 
was three or four, and only growing more intensely as a got a bit older, I lived with the terror of violating 
any of these superstitions. One example is stepping on cracks in the sidewalk, which is supposed to be a 
sign of 'violating" God and bringing on punishment. So I would walk with a careful awareness of not 
stepping on any cracks (which is quite difficult in NY as the concrete sidewalks have cracks every few 
feet). And if I 'violated' this 'code,' (and many others), I would be in mortal dread until I would go home 
and at night would fall on my knees and pray to God not to strike me down. I still am aware of carrying 
remnants of that traumatized young being inside, as for example, it generates an inner anxious feel in 
my belly if I expect something good to happen (e.g. flying and getting there safely). This is supposed to 
"jinx" the good fortune, and bring a bad omen. So I notice something in me that gets extremely anxious if 
I overtly state (or sometimes even think) that everything will go well. 

When I was about 10 years old, I watched a move called "The Thing," which was a sci-fi thriller from the 
50's. I recall watching it in the afternoon because I think that my mother said it would be too scary to see 
at night. Even doing so however did not erase the powerful terror that the movie gripped me with inside. 
After that day, I would not go up our stairs at night if it was dark, could not go into my bedroom or fall 
asleep unless there was a light on, and would feel overwhelming anxiety if I heard any strange noises or 
sounds at night. This pattern went on for months (not sure how long) and it is not clear how/if it truly 
changed. And although my parents were very aware of this pattern, I do not recall that either made any 
attempt to comfort the traumatic anxieties or assist in supporting some type of processing or releasing. 
So the anxious inner one remains.  I can still feel that petrified (= frozen) young boy whenever there are 
expected or weird sounds in the house mostly at night- and has generalized to many situations that are 
unfamiliar or exposing.  

 Both of these examples show how much my sensitive inner being was so strongly 

affected by the environment, one that contributed to and did not  in which there was a lack of 

receiving and responding to my deeply felt fears and insecurities. This combination of a very 

sensitized organism with a neglectful and at times, contributing environment was more than I 

(as an embodied being) could handle. In addition, these two situations are actually quite closely 

interconnected. I will explore them further later but for now just to say that superstitions are 
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rooted in very deeply held ancestral beliefs in the spirit world – particularly the realm of evil or 

malicious spirits/entities that if you're not careful can "get you." Thus, superstitions are really 

rituals to ward off tempting fate, or arousing the wrath of the spirit world. Therefore, we can 

see how watching this sci-fi movie brought some of those fears to life(to the screen) in such a 

vivid way that it made real that inner felt dread of the unknown. 

 In traditional shamanic and more contemporary neo-shamanic systems, trauma is 

almost always associated with soul loss i.e. a vital core or essence of the self, the spirit, and life 

energy leaves our body, more specifically, leaves our inner awareness. The loss of the 

awareness of our soul, and inner spirit, is often seen in many posttraumatic stress symptoms – 

such as dissociation, continuation of survival/ protective patterns, highly charged 

reactions/triggers, depressed/despondent moods,  o lack of meaning or purpose, general sense 

of feeling lost, lacking a certain power/energy to take stances, make decisions Therefore, an 

essential component of deep healing of trauma involves the retrieval/return of the awareness 

of our soul, seen as a vital life force. the animation of our spirit energy as felt through the body, 

and unbounded inner field and deep dimension of awareness. 

 This module will be applying what you have already learned in WBF as well as offering some 

new edges to enable us to contact and transform traumatized parts of ourselves- those deeply 

ingrained, highly reactive states of being. These inner places that have been exposed to situations of 

danger, deprivation, chaos, powerful enough to cause a split or rupture in the wholeness of our 

organism. To what you have already learned and been practicing, we will be reinforcing and going 

deeper into the inner workings of the therapist/listener/facilitator in the use of our whole embodied 

being and wholebody awareness  as a resonating instrument/tuning fork. Thus, our living organism 

functions as a Wholebody Focusing "processing instrument." It is from this quality of connection, safe 

containment and awareness that we can immerse ourselves in the gradual unfolding and unwinding of 

trauma-based processes. This will involve a way of being present to the multi channels of energy/ bodily 

felt experiencing/sensations/ inner awareness that come into the shared space. Some of the aspects we 

will be exploring and practicing include: direct attunement/resonance; receiving/taking in what comes; 

emerges/engagement in the field of dramatic/bodily events; digesting/metabolizing what has been 

received; transformational responses/giving back something that comes from this crossing of two 

beings. 
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 The slow and gradual unwinding, healing, transforming of trauma-based patterns must involve 

this quality of awareness and deep attuning to the rhythms, sounds, movements, energy, pacing, just as 

they emerge moment to moment. It is a gentle and open process of holding a safe/solid space and 

letting come/staying present with whatever emerges. We stay aware and strive to allow an evolution of 

something new as we venture into dark/unknown aspects of our inner life, holding space for multiple 

channels of information. These include: gestural/postural awareness; sounds/vibrational energy; 

imagery/ dreaming; movement/awakening of life energy in traumatized places; dramatic enactments; 

direct sharing/ expressing what comes for the listener. This enables the whole field to show itself until 

something shifts or unfolds on its own, a new awareness, a transformation at a deep level of our Being. 

 

Brief Overview of Complex Trauma         

 What is trauma?           

 Trauma is an actual event or series of events/ environment that is a situation of danger, 

one that is experienced as a shock, as threatening, overwhelming and inescapable. The danger 

may be physical/bodily harm or injury, including the possibility of death to oneself or another, 

or threat to one’s physical or psychical integrity. A traumatic reaction may also be precipitated 

by witnessing or even learning about unexpected death, violence, serious harm or threat to 

family members, close friends, associates or even from hearing about world events. The initial 

response involves extreme fear, helplessness, horror, agitation, confusion, disorientation.  

 The term trauma refers to aspects of the whole organism that have altered their 

functioning due to some type of intense and/or prolonged experiences of negative 

environment. By "negative" is meant that conditions highly unfavorable to the natural 

development of our embodied being. As a being-in-the-world, our bodily living (or lived/felt 

body) is always intertwined with what we call environment- especially of course the social 

world in being-with others. Certain ways of being become embodied and ingrained, such that 

we become identified with them, living out of and from these patterned ways or styles. The 

inner beings (or embodied selves)  form the landscape out of which we look at the world and 

the world looks back at us. Thus, inner beings that suffer trauma operate within the same 

framework, or in other words, are playing out a drama similar to the one in which the trauma 

originated.  
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 Events/situations/environments that are traumatizing are ones powerful enough to 

cause a breach or rupture in the living organism-environment interaction. It leads to a split in 

the wholeness of self in which one or more inner beings remain in the traumatized 

state/environment. What results is a stoppage of the whole body process- a type of process in 

which there is an impairment or disruption in a in the living organism's ongoing process of 

developing and living-forward. What results is a chronic blockage of energy and incomplete 

access to information that is stuck in our body/mind system. 

 Traumatic experiences (especially developmental/complex trauma) are carried in our 

body as unprocessed energy and information that remains stuck and trapped in its own 

repetitive patterns. Most often, these emerge as automatic, involuntary 

physical/emotional/sensory reactions, or become imbedded in bodily stances, such as posture, 

ways of holding/moving, and behavioral modes. 

 The philosopher  Merleau-Ponty (1962) recognized the embodied nature of trauma 

when he said,  

 "Time in its passage does not carry away with it these impossible projects; it does not 

close up on traumatic experience; the subject remains open to the same impossible future, if 

not in this explicit thoughts, at any rate in his actual being.... The traumatic experience does not 

survive as a representation in the mode of objective consciousness and as a 'dated' moment; it 

is of its essence to survive only as a manner of being and with a certain degree of generality" (p. 

83, italics added). 

 What Merleau-Ponty (and Janet before him) recognized many years ago has been 

validated by more recent discoveries in neuroscience, somatic psychology, etc. that early 

traumatic events particularly of a chronic and severe nature in a child's environment are carried 

as sensori-motor and bodily felt experience that is beneath and distinct from cognitive 

consciousness. When M-P says that trauma survives in our "manner of being," he refers to what 

I think are two crucial observations: 1) that traumas are carried in bodily/organismic ways of 

being, such as bodily comportment, physical tensions, posture, gesture, movement, defensive 

reactivity, felt sensations as well  as modes of behavior and feeling and 2) that how we relate to 
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these ways of being determine if they will emerge into awareness and be available for deeper 

embodied experiencing and change.  

 Thus the essence of transforming trauma is to be willing to become conscious of what 

our body-process is doing and what it is wanting to do (implying) so that the organism's life 

energy can begin the journey of healing. There is an intelligence, a knowing, a wisdom within 

our bodies that knows how to heal physical and emotional wounds, unwind traumas, and 

complete (move forward) unresolved life situations. Focusing is about spending time listening 

to and being guided by this innate intelligence, Body Wisdom, so that it is empowered to 

express and unfold itself via modalities of felt sensing. This bodily awakening to consciousness 

is often experienced as an inner-directed movement (stirring/ urges/ impulses of life energy, 

sensations, etc.) that is purposeful and intentional, as though the body itself has a mind of its 

own.  WBF is based on the therapist and client forming a relationship or partnership with the 

body, what we call Grounded Co-Presence, to form a solid, safe container for the body wisdom 

to awaken and activate. As we will explore, this requires a genuine invitation, awaiting, 

receiving, and giving consent.  

 

 Experiential signs and symptoms of post-traumatic stress response 

 Traumatic process involves an ongoing anticipatory reactivity in which something in the 

self/body is triggered into a highly charged state of activation. An inner being responds and 

behaves as if in danger or threat, sensing something harmful is happening or is about to 

happen. When events of danger, threat, harm, neglect, etc., are not fully processed or released, 

the body/mind system continues to hold and react to a perceived sense of ongoing danger or 

threat. The organism may respond with arousal, a somatic alert system to be prepared or 

primed for threat, due to the nervous system reacting to an impending sense of harm.  

 Traumatic stress can be carried by emotional reactivity, caught in our physical tensions, 

discomfort, illnesses, imaged wrongs/danger. The post-traumatic process continues as 

unconscious, automatic bodily patterns, not available for experiencing or interacting. These 
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reactions and parts of ourselves tend to move in their own orbit, do not receive the presencing 

of the current life-world and thus are not moved or shifted by present events or new 

information. Trauma-based states persist as blocked or unprocessed (so unconscious) energy 

and information held within our physical structure, emotional life, and vital life-energy. The 

organism remains caught in nervous system and reactions such as: a) hyper-arousal-

disregulated bodily experiencing and sensations; b) intrusive re-experiencing/flashbacks-as 

ongoing reliving and/or sense of threat;  c) constriction/ contraction- freezing response; d) 

dissociation/ disconnection- avoidance behaviors, distracting from felt awareness of body, self, 

partial-selves, other people, environment; e) somatic memory (corporeal intentionality)- 

embodied patterns of reacting/ behaving/ perceiving; sensori-motor activation.  

 Post-traumatic reactions are "carried" as ongoing repetitive patterns that operate 

automatically via whole body's nervous system and stress responses. The body ‘remembers’ 

traumatic events (and therefore also what is healing) through these embodied pathways (part-

self states) that can first be revealed through something that calls or wants our attention.  As 

we open to the larger field of awareness, these bound places can show themselves through the 

whole body's implying and felt sensing- the full range of bodily experiencing (physical 

sensations, tensions, images, movements, affective states, etc.).  

 In conditions of prolonged/acute abuse, neglect, loss, ridicule, danger, etc. much of our 

organismic resources are deployed to survival and protection from  actual or felt sense of 

threat. If we think of the embodied human being as an instrument, then traumatic events tend 

to impinge on and impair the optimal development of our embodied self. There is a mis-

alignment or a sense of mis-attunement with our deeper, true nature/soul- a felt sense of dis-

ease or dissonance between inner beings and outer persona in the world. The Whole body 

orientation is geared toward healing or repairing the ruptures in our instrument- and ultimately 

restoring its functioning. This process involves a transformation of our whole being, as a living 

or feeling body that connects to our true nature or spirit.  
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 There has been a growing realization that traumatic events and environments effect 

every aspect of our being, and its remnants or residues are carried in the body. Thus, the 

importance of somatic, as well as mental, emotional and relational aspects are now well-

understood- with the growth of somatic therapies as an adjunct to or in place of traditional talk 

therapy. Involving the whole person, not such as a mind, but an embodied belng, a living 

organism. A Wholebody Focusing orientation views the body not just as a physical entity, but as 

the embodiment of our spirit and self (inner selves or parts). Thus, we are not working with the 

body as a mechanic works on a car or a doctor might view physical ailments- but as a living 

organism that has its own intelligence and inner spirit. Thus, we view  symptoms of trauma and 

suffering as signals from within, from inner beings that have been cut off from awareness, not 

being open to experiencing and healing. These places need our embodied presence to bear the 

pain, grief, rage that they carry, to receive, resonate and respond in ways that allow for an 

amplification and release of what these inner beings have been holding. 

 A trauma is carried in our lived body as a process in which this embodied pre-reflective, 

original blueprint  has either been blocked or impaired from unfolding in its "right" way. 

Instead, the embodied subject lives on while carrying the blocked process, as well as this 

inherent strive for optimal living. The person's organism may carry a vague sense of itself pre-

trauma as well as ways of being post-trauma. Often, the inner beings/forces of survival/ 

protection/conservation seem to conflict with the coming into being of new aspects of the self 

striving to be born. The healing of traumatic patterns involves the capacity to hold both the felt 

sense of how one has been along with how one is becoming.  

 In the course of our lives, ways of responding to the original traumatic environment or 

events tend to become fixated and embodied as embodied ways of being in the world. In this 

module, we will be exploring these patterns, learning to become more sensitized and attuned 

to the presence of both traumatized as well as traumatizing inner beings. Our inner world can 

be viewed as an embodied story or drama, as these beings inhabit our felt body-space. The 

deeper we explore our own embodied existence in its wholeness, eventually nearly everyone 

discovers aspects of our inner being that carry remnants of traumatic experiences- not only 
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those from our personal histories, but those of our parents, families, society, and generations. 

There is a transgenerational transmission of trauma- as well as the spirit s of our ancestors that 

can bring healing and resolution. We will become more aware of these inner beings and how 

they operate in this module.  

Trauma-based patterns 

 Habitual patterns develop as a consequence of unprocessed or unrecognized traumatic 

events. There are three core aspects to how traumatic or shocking events become fixated in the 

organism, how  the body's living process stops (is blocked) in these areas: 1) Traumatic 

events/situations;  2) Bodily (physical/ affective/ nervous system) reactions to the events; and 

(most importantly) 3) the environment or interactive response that does not allow these 

reactions to be fully processed, experienced and released.  

 Human stress response (HSR) is a normal way that the organism responds to any 

demand or event in its environment, especially when perceived as a potential or actual threat... 

When stimulated, the key experiential components of the HSR are heightened arousal and 

mobilization of body system associated with survival. The arousal of the system is an automatic, 

instinctual, involuntary organismic reaction- the fight/ flight response. 

 Trauma-based states (TBS) form as a consequence of continual activation of the HSR.... . 

Thus, the HSR keeps running, and often does not turn off (even when asleep), consolidating into 

a "set point" or "state memory", a trauma-based state. A TBS is an embodied part of ourselves 

that becomes separated or disconnected from the Whole and from awareness, so that it in 

effect operates in its own space or orbit, does not interact with the present environment. A TBS 

operates unconsciously and automatically, in relation to the traumatic or stressful environment 

in which it was formed... Once set, these states operate unconsciously, automatically and prior 

to conscious reflection or awareness. We become caught up in emotional/behavioral reactivity, 

physical/mental symptoms, and become identified with these patterns as our self, as "part of 

who we are."   
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 A pattern is a type of theme of recurring events or objects. It is a regular and repetitive 

form, order or arrangement, such as a predictable or recurrent manner of moving, behaving or 

reacting... Underlying these behavioral or personal patterns is an embodied process of 

experiencing (feeling, nervous system reactivity, muscular contraction, tension, etc) that often 

goes unnoticed or ignored as the pattern plays itself out. In either case, whether a habitual way 

of performing a function (even such as walking, postures) or a way of behaving/reacting in the 

world,  once formed, these patterns tend to operate independent of and prior to conscious 

awareness, and are quite difficult to transform.  

 Thus trauma-based patterns are fixed reaction and embodied modes of being that carry 

the unresolved effects of the unprocessed trauma, including postures, ways of being (how one 

talks, interacts, behaves), internal systems of interaction (one part of self criticizing or ignoring 

another), getting caught up in other's energy fields that often replicate the original traumatic 

environment and interactions etc. The key to transforming these embodied and repetitive 

habitual patterns is to invite an experience of contrast or difference, especially the centrality of 

Grounded Presence, the Adult consciousness of body/mind/ spirit in the Now, physical 

connection with the environment as safe, solid container for these patterns ways to be 

explored and processed. The felt awareness of All-of-Me-Here as a whole body and whole 

person, provides the central experience of how I am now, the felt sense of safety, acceptance 

and wholeness as embodied being. This consciousness of Grounded Presence thus serves to 

create a felt difference of the whole of ME now, plus enables us to safely listen to and stay 

connected with the body-wisdom. Since we tend to get caught up in the same patterns, we also 

tend to try to resolve issues in the same habitual ways that have "worked," which in trauma-

based states, are early learned modes of fight/flight/freeze, defensiveness or reactivity.  

Theory of Wholebody Focusing and transforming trauma patterns 

 Focusing is based on the notion that change naturally unfolds in its own right order and 

right way when we provide safe, supportive company from our whole being to the whole inner 

being of another.  From this deeply felt, resonant connection, any specific "something" (issue/ 

blockages/pattern of relating) tends to naturally emerge into awareness.  When our 
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consciousness contacts those places inside us that are stressed, traumatized and still outside of 

our conscious awareness, they awaken to their own healing. These wounded parts already 

contain implicitly the energy and information needed to transform themselves- and have only 

been awaiting a safe space and attuned, resonant contact.  

 Based on many philosophical traditions as well as deep experiential and transpersonal 

exploration of the ontological foundations of the living organism, Wholebody Focusing is 

healing through embodied process, an ongoing access to the soul of the living organism. The 

soul is the natural source of all movement, activity and functioning, a living quality that allows 

each part of us as well as the whole of the person to be what it is and become what it is meant 

to be.  Thus, the energy for and knowledge of healing and truth is already implicit in the 

organism. Deep embodied presence and attuned listening allows that which has been blocked 

or impaired to open to its own healing and transform into its own True Self.  

 

 Focusing in general and Wholebody Focusing in particular is about developing a certain 

state of consciousness or awareness that is capable of sensing the felt qualities of experiencing, 

as they naturally arise from our Grounded Presence. Focusing awareness allows us to make 

deeply felt connection with ourselves, our body, other people and the larger field of 

environment. It is a type of embodied presence that it exquisitely sensitive to the multiple 

channels of both explicit and implicit information that comes from the shared space between 

one person and another. In this state of embodied presence, the body functions as a receptive 

organ, a resonating instrument, a tuning fork, allowing for a deep immersion in the bodily 

experiencing of self and other. We can then receive, resonate and attune to the feeling tones, 

rhythms of inner places, connect with split off selves, and develop a harmonic resonance with 

the client. We will practice this type of qualitative awareness and listening with our whole body 

(being), especially how to digest and metabolize what has been ingested, sensing into the 

possible feeling significance of what has been expressed and received. Through inner resonance 

and mimesis our organism modulates itself to synchronize with the postural and feeling 

qualities of the Focuser. We can then becomes a transmitting instrument, allowing something 

to emerge that can offer a transformative response, i.e. a quality of somatic-felt entrainment. 
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 Healing complex trauma can be conceptualized as a journey, as in mythic tales of the 

hero's journey, or a rite of passage. The process of transforming patterns of complex trauma is 

the power of consciousness to awaken body-wisdom when physical grounded in the 

wholebody-environment as a solid container for our emerging awareness. As in all journeys of 

transformation, the organism goes through periodic stages of transition in which there is often 

a back and forth between old familiar habitual ways and new emerging, yet unfamiliar ways of 

being. Therapy needs to provide a safe, solid frame and tools to reconnect with the living body 

of wisdom, so that more life-energy can enter our inner space, enabling the body to realign 

itself toward healthier, richer, fuller ways of living and experiencing. This also enables us to 

safely and more easily be-with parts/places that have suffered trauma, bear pain and carry 

wounds/ scars that want to heal. When traumatized places sense our caring-feeling Presence 

and solid-supportive Grounded containment, they feel safe to emerge from exile and 

show/express themselves. 

 In conceptualzing healing and recovery from complex trauma as a journey- the living 

body's passage or pathway toward healing and transforming itself.  Most of us however live in 

embodied states that carry vestiges of past trauma, abuse, neglect,  with its tensions, anxieties, 

and habitual patterns of moving, holding, reacting and behaving. The original flow of energy, 

movement, curiosity, exploration and embodiment are narrowed down, blocked, or not in 

awareness, so that our living becomes more and more narrowed, disconnected from the living 

body, the fullness of Spirit and Being. We have all found ways to adapt, cope and survive albeit 

with ongoing tension, fears, physical and emotional pain and difficulty. When we choose to 

bring accepting attention to those stuck places and blockages in our body/mind system, they 

begin to show themselves in a physically felt and directly embodied way. As we allow our body 

to reconnect with its Ground (Mother Earth), the body's living energy and wisdom activate and 

start to move through our embodied Being, beginning the process of living an inner-directed 

life.  
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 There is an inherent tendency in the organism to form an optimal functional relationship 

with its environment (conceived not just of an "external" world, but with the whole 

interconnected system or field of Being).  Another way to describe this is that our organism is 

born into the world with an in-born "blueprint" of how the environment should interact with it 

in order to survive and development. Likewise, the environment is part of the body-system so 

that the body's own environment will compensate for what is lacking or not-right in its relation 

with the world. When something happens that is not part of the body-en process, i.e. is 

different or missing, then the living body may die or it goes on living differently. That aspect of 

the living process is stopped or impaired, yet will then continue but in a different way than 

before. For example, if the body sensation indicates what we would call "hunger," and food is 

not supplied or found, then the digestive system will continue to "want" food and the process 

of eating of something to fulfill the hunger. The term Gendlin uses for how the living body 

continues to indicate what is missing or needed is implying, and is a cornerstone of  healing 

complex trauma.  Our resonant embodied awareness enables us to sense what is being implied.  

 WBF as a relational-somatic-experiential process allows Facilitators/therapists to 

harness the client’s native inner resources of conscious whole body awareness. Grounded 

Presence provides the necessary safety and containment so that the client can connect with the 

Body Wisdom’s solutions for her particular traumatic life situation(s). Rather than attempting to 

do something to alleviate or erase the troubling symptoms, or direct the client to do something 

with the symptoms, WBF applies the radical solution of being with the troubling symptoms and 

inner places, inviting them to show more of  themselves. 

 

 Connecting with the inner space underlying the symptoms in a whole body way 

mobilizes a very precise depth and breadth of life forward movements within the client. These 

inner directed movements contain their own knowing, or Body Wisdom, the whole bodily 

implying of the situation of trauma. These subtle movements of the inner body direct a 

renewed flowing of the stopped life processes within our embodied organism. Our body out of 

which we orient and live is an active and interactive organism, not just acted-on but also acting 

and doing, as well as having its own self-sensing (felt sense) of every situation and pattern. The 
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felt sentience of the living body (bodily experiencing) is always opening, striving, pushing to its 

next move(s) although this move or step is as-yet unformed. 

 

  Traumatic events and environments create a stoppage of in the life process of 

the organism- a type of process in which some important areas of our wholeness are not 

available. The events and interactions damage and rupture the inherent “blueprint” of how our 

self should be responded to and how it should be interacted with in order for its own optimal 

way of being to be allowed to unfold and grow. In shamanic terms, a part of our soul becomes 

"deactivated," such that our living spirit is depleted, diminished or dysfunctional. There is often 

a sense of something missing and thereby needed for the implying to be carried forward into 

further living/experiencing/ resolving/ healing. Trauma is thus a persistent and severe stoppage 

that is structure-bound or frozen whole- not available for direct experiencing or interacting. The 

early life patterns that form around survival and protection now function  automatically, often 

intensifying when triggered.  

 The two key aspects of unprocessed traumatic reactions are high levels of 

arousal/activation/ alterness along with corresponding high degrees of constriction/ 

disconnection /dissociation. The inner body reacts as if danger and threat are present, with 

patterns becoming fixed as generalized reaction patterns to many life events and interactions. 

Through the mechanism of dissociation, different parts of our selves are compartmentalized, 

each one living in its own world- as in the quote that began this paper.  The splitting or 

separating of awareness (the loss of access to our soul and inner spirit) results in two or more 

different self-states (inner beings) operating on their own, living independent and autonomous 

existences, aligned with the original environment in which they were formed. Thus, the living 

organism not only carries the wounds and suffering of the traumatized inner being, but also the 

beings who were abusive or neglectful/absent. Additionally, our living organism, via a process 

of morphic resonance (Sheldrake) can carry the vestiges of generational trauma- the embodied 

patterns, energy and unprocessed traumas of our families, ancestors and culture. The journey 

of healing and transformation thus involves two central processes: retrieval and extraction. 
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 Retrieval is the process of gaining back and living forward aspects of our whole organism 

and spirit that have been lost or impaired due to trauma. The regaining of natural power and 

organismic flow are components of retrieval- access to the original and primeval capacities of 

our organism, especially the resonance and re-attunement to our true rhythm, tones and 

feeling energy- living in accord with our own song, dance, inner feeling tones and in-spirited 

vitality.  

 Extraction is the process of giving back and releasing that which is not ours- that our 

organism has been host to carrying energies, traumas, patterns and unprocessed feelings that 

are not our own. These "belong" to our parents, families, ancestors, culture and institutions 

that have conditioned our ways of being. In this aspect, we learn how to set boundaries, and 

how to use a renewed sense of power, centered in our core (hara) to take stances, to recognize 

how some part of us is carrying a burden of other's pain and suffering, and how to relieve that 

pressure inwardly.  

 Both of these aspects of the core transformation process involve a sensitive, embodied 

Presence of Self and Other to hold a safe space in which these inner beings may comfortably 

emerge. Through the power of dissociation (loss of soul – spirit), aspects of our wholeness have 

become split or compartmentalize into encapsulated, and autonomous functioning parts of the 

self. The process of  WBF transformation involves the use of our Organon – letting our whole 

organism become a tool of reception, resonance, and attunement to the presence of these 

inner beings. In effect, our organism allows itself to be "played upon" by the whole 

atmosphere, aura, and feeling energy of each inner being. Through this subtle energy and 

sensitivity to somatic and feeling tonality, we can use our own living organism to mimic (shape 

– shift), inhabit, and thereby modulate our inner being in response to and in harmony with the 

feeling tones being transmitted. 

 As stated earlier, the main invitation in WBF is the awareness of, listening to, and 

sensitivity for the emergence of inner directed movement/energy/feeling. It is the coming to 

awareness and capacity to resonate with what is emerging that provides the main cues as to 

the implied direction of healing, what might be needed now, and the next steps of growth. This 
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innate intelligence or what we would call body wisdom is the attunement to the larger field of 

being in which there is an inner/somatic/spirit knowledge of what is needed for the healing and 

transformation of traumatic patterns. This order of healing, or what we encounter on the 

journey, cannot be predicted or known in advance. However, we do get intimations of what is 

emerging, as well as and embodied perception of the inner dramas being played out both 

within and between us.  

 Places of trauma tend to revolve in their own orbit, disconnected from the Whole of life 

and the resources of the body/ mind/ spirit in the current environment. Reconnecting the 

client’s awareness of her personal Functioning Whole throughout a session of Wholebody 

Focusing Oriented Therapy unwinds the symptoms of complex trauma and allows them to 

relate anew to the Functioning Whole. The client’s Grounded Presence and Wholebody 

Awareness is required for these life forward movements to emerge into the client’s field of 

conscious awareness. Grounded Presence provides safety and containment for the 

uncomfortable sensations and overwhelming terror that can arise from contacting symptoms of 

complex trauma. In short, the Grounded Presence of both therapist and client creates an 

energetically enlarged container (Co-Presencing) for the trauma based symptoms to inhabit 

conscious adult awareness. 

 Thus extrapolating from the example of food, in situations of complex trauma, many 

aspects of the body-en process have gone wrong, and therefore, have stopped their normal and 

healthy functioning. The body (the embodied person) continues to live but in  new, different 

ways in order to survive. In early trauma, the primitive body system has inborn mechanisms to 

cope with abuse, neglect, mistreatment, shock, loss, etc.- the alarm reaction, traumatic stress 

response system and protective/defensive strategies that activate at a pre-cognitive, somatic 

level. The processes that go on "carry" the stoppages, i.e. continue to imply the missing or 

needed object (interaction/process/ environment) that would allow the stopped process to 

resume its usual functioning. In trauma, the absent object or event (i.e. what is needed for 

healing and recovery) is shown by the body and thus can be observed and sensed. This ongoing 
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process of felt sensing what the client's organism is implying is what we rely on to inform us of 

what we might say or do in sessions, and also for feedback about its effect or rightness.  

 This is the second key element of how bodily implying functions- not only does it 

indicate or reveal what is missing, but it also knows what would be right, i.e. if the 

interaction/intervention supplies what is implied so that the living process is carried forward. 

These two interrelated elements are what we mean by body-wisdom, that there body's 

Intelligence already knows (in a pre-cognitive, instinctive way) what is right for its healing and 

righting. When we invite and listen to the body-wisdom, it informs us of what is needed for 

righting and healing, via various channels of wholebody felt sensing and outward moving 

energy. We can observe this as gesture, postural shifts, physical movements, etc, we can sense 

it as changes in voice tone, shifts in energy, feeling and can intuit it as a images coming, a felt 

sense of something emerging, or missing, or needed, something one feels in one's own body 

awareness.  

 The whole body as one interconnected system linked with its environment, is always 

implying, i.e. moving toward what it is becoming. In complex trauma, the stoppages are usually 

so severe and chronic that these places/ processes remain as if in the environment in which 

they were formed. The trauma stress  response (alarm reaction/ fight or flight) for example is 

the organism's reaction to a sense of danger or threat. Without reflecting on or re-assessing 

what the body-system is doing, the person can actually feel like there is danger even when that 

might not be physical present. Much life-energy is caught up in these unprocessed and pre-

reflective reactive patterns- repetitions that keep the organism in the field of the trauma 

(stoppage). The concept of bodily-implying also allows us to sense that what is implied (missing) 

here, such as need for felt sense of safety and/or resources for protection. Awareness of what 

the whole body is implying provides  ongoing  information about how we are as a Whole right 

now (Being) and toward what are our living is moving toward (Becoming). When what is implied 

cannot or does not happen, the body often generates an object (image/ dream/ gesture/ 

posture/ movement/ sensation) that is needed or creates a felt impact on another, so that 
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bringing to attention what is happening can have a powerful carrying forward effect. 

Wholebody Co-Presence expands the field to receive this information.  

 The body-wisdom knows how to heal itself. As Gendlin (1996: 276) states, “The 

organism can fill in what should have happened in its infancy and childhood… The present 

interaction can implicitly and concretely provide the actual continuation of processes that were 

stopped in childhood. The body has implied the next steps ever since and will enact them if the 

interaction makes it possible.” He goes on to state that, “The infant organism knows (feels, is, 

implies…) its next bit of life process… The bodily implying is always still there. If it can generate 

the missing interactional events, it will… (p. 281)… The organism can fill itself in. The steps come 

from the body, just as, when there is a wound or cut, our part is only to clean it. It knows how 

to heal… (p. 282).”  

 We will explore how the body-process implicitly generates and discloses what it needs 

to resume stoppages and blocks resulting from trauma and traumatic stress patterns. This 

sense of the whole-body implying of life-forward movement and next bit of living is the core of 

the healing and resolution process from trauma-based stoppages. Body holds not only past 

trauma but also implicitly contains energy for righting and healing. 

 As we become well-grounded, well-centered and well-balanced, the body begins to 

relax, the nervous system calms and there is more spaciousness in our being within which life 

energy is free to flow and move through our system. It becomes easier to let come and let be 

whatever needs attention or is actually happening, allowing the body-wisdom through felt 

sense to carry us forward to next steps and new ways of being-in-the-world. This simple but 

profound process of whole body awareness connected to our embodied presence and the 

presence of the Focuser/client activates, awakens and energizes aspects of the self calling for 

attention. Through the attitude of inviting and welcoming whatever emerges into awareness 

allows traumatized inner beings to feel safe enough to show themselves. We can say that the 

core of healing trauma in whole body focusing is this capacity for letting come (letting happen) 

whatever arises from the inner directed process – and in whatever form or way that it comes. 
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Transformational Wholebody Focusing 

       Transformational WB Focusing is the name given to an experiential process of deep 

change,  an approach that enables us to access the wisdom of the Wholebody /Spiritbody as 

guides for living and for repairing and transforming trauma-based patterns.  In this new space, 

which lives beyond our usual boundary of within and without, we can invite and await the 

body's felt sense of next steps- which tend to naturally awaken and move us forward. When we 

connect to our living body of wholeness, we are bringing conscious awareness to the well-spring 

of  Intelligence and energy that works on behalf of the transformation of ourselves and of all 

beings. As each of us grows forward on our path of further development, we are participating in 

the healing of each other and the world as a whole.  

 As a process of organismic healing, it is a transformation of our whole embodied being. 

And the main "instrument" of healing is the Companion's organon- i.e. resonant felt body. 

When certain events, situations and interactions enter into the field of our organism, especially 

when it is in its infancy (infant= without words) or early stages of development, the effects alter 

our way of living, shift resources into ongoing patterns of safety, protection, avoidance and 

disconnection.  Rather than viewing the body as a physiological 'machine' or as an animal, the 

Wholebody orientation sees the body as the living embodiment of our self (or selves)- the outer 

form of the inner human being (or beings). It is not the physical body per se but the inner body, 

the felt soul-space from which we live and experience that trauma exerts its ongoing influence.   

            As living organisms, our bodies are always in process of becoming, of moving toward, of 

evolving into a higher level of Functional Wholeness and Integration. In this workshop, we will 

be experiencing Transformational Focusing as a journey that begins with and returns to the 

living body in its wholeness. Through Grounded Presence and awareness of the whole field of 

Being, we connect with the guidance of Spirit and Wholebody wisdom, which does the work of 

reclaiming our true heritage and recovering (living forward) its full potentiality for repairing and 

healing of our wounds,  transforming how we carry ourselves, how we relate to our suffering 

and how we live for the benefit of self and others. 
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 Transformational Focusing brings awareness (guardianship) to Being-as-a-Whole, to 

connect with the body of motility (movement/aliveness) and the energy of life/ spirit that flows 

through all beings. The process of Transformation is one of opening our consciousness to three 

different yet intertwined layers of our embodiment (David Levin, 1985). These layers or stages 

in our growth as beings can roughly be described as: 1) Pre-personal (infancy)- an original 

primal, unconditioned attunement and openness to Being, with freedom of movement and 

expression; 2) Personal (ego-adult)- conditioned patterns of living and relating that tend to 

close off and limit access to Being (Spirit), so that embodiment is tense, unstable, 

uncomfortable, etc.; and 3) Transpersonal (mature-Self)- an aware sense of openness-for-Being 

and conscious living from Wholeness, reconnecting with the first layer and transforming the 

second layer, so that embodiment becomes more grounded, balanced, serene, free, gentle, 

agile. Thus we see transformation as inviting consciousness to welcome all exiled parts of 

ourselves so they can begin the journey of returning Home to the living body of wholeness.  

         Transformational Focusing is a natural wholebody process of conscious awareness that 

connects to our living organism and environment in ways that activate an Inner Intelligence 

(body-wisdom). This inner wellspring of intelligence and vitality lies implicit beneath our 

conditioned and unconscious patterns of being, thinking, moving, and doing.  Our Wholebody 

Intelligence remains intact in every human being regardless of severity of trauma. It  knows 

how to unwind our stress and traumas and move forward our unfinished life situations.  

       The inward coming of life forward energy and movement is contained within the 

symptom of trauma itself, and knows its way back to membership within the Functioning 

Whole. Gendlin (1996, p.149) describes it beautifully as "It is a healing that comes from 

underneath. With this kind of relational and inward attention the whole intricate mesh 

reorganizes itself... We do very little."  Yet we will show that the little we do, bringing conscious 

awareness to the living body of feeling/experiencing makes all the difference in allowing 

trauma patterns to unwind from within. 
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   One of the main goals of Transformational Focusing with complex trauma is to invite these 

trauma-based reactions and the inner monitoring system to show themselves so that their fixed 

forms (patterns) can be freshly experienced and ultimately transformed and reintegrated into 

our living body of wholeness in new ways.  Life events, relationships, situations can bring 

awareness to these patterns and also call forth a desire for something more, something better, 

fuller, more life-enhancing and enriching.  When we are called out from being lost in our 

internal reactive system, we need to find and bring our compassionate presence to our 

imprinted emotional/physical conditioned reactions in order to allow the life of Spirit and 

Higher Intelligence to move through our embodiment. We want to set the stage for this coming 

of inner directed life- energy of body-wisdom and spirit to move through our being and move 

us forward toward next steps of healing and living as they naturally unfold and can be 

expressed.  

The healing power of embodied resonant contact- importance of Non-doing/ Letting- come 

  Grounded Wholebody Presence entails a wholebody awareness of being with our inner 

experience exactly the way it is.  This feels like a revolutionary approach to therapeutic change 

because it involves renouncing doing of any kind.  Rather, we are practising pure being in a 

wholebodily way.  Only pure being is devoid of tension.  Therefore, only a pure being or non-

doing approach can effectively reverse symptoms of tension.  Tension always implies some kind 

of doing or agenda or action of therapeutic approach.  What we are describing here is rather a 

way of being that underlies the therapeutic relationship.  This kind of wholebody awareness 

reconnects us to the natural flow of life moving through our organism each moment.  We might 

experience our own aliveness as body felt sensing, sensations, postural realignments and 

adjustments.  The flow of life itself reveals the body’s wisdom in a series of inner directed 

movements (adjustments, sensations, alignments, etc).  These spontaneously forming inner 

directed movements contain and arise out of the whole bodily implying of our felt sense.  They 

also contain the life forward movements (behaviours, choices, insights, future actions) 

emerging out of the wholebodily implying.  This naturally occurring carrying forward life 
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process needs our wholebody awareness, in a particular kind of way, to contain it and feel felt 

by it. This is one of the main roles of the therapist.  

Transformational Focusing as a wholebody/spiritbody integration allows for the natural 

unfolding process of life. Here we are not trying to do anything , but rather to let come .  We 

allow our awareness to stay open to what is emerging, with a sense of welcoming whatever the 

body/spirit wisdom brings to our attention, a true openness to  not knowing what the 

wholebody implying might show us or what the next steps for living might look like.  We are 

living our life process directly in the moment, without adding anything new.  As we establish 

Grounded Presence as the container for our awareness, the living process comes alive. Our 

body can become an instrument of spirit, resonating and attuning to the subtle energy, felt 

sensations and presences that come into consciousness.  

An accepting awareness (Presence/ Spirit Guide) itself is the "instrument" of change. 

This type of awareness itself is transformative- in that we can go beyond, or transcend our 

suffering by feeling and expressing it.  Avoiding, minimizing or even manipulating our suffering 

with therapy techniques can create additional stress in an already burdened system.  The 

effects of denial of suffering results in states of depression/despair, imbalanced mental 

/physical states, and opens to the large cast of internal characters we possess to defend against 

and protect from experiences of fear, pain, grief, rage, etc.  Within the safety and containment 

of Grounded Presence and the Sacred Circle, we can begin to approach and connect to the 

aliveness of our suffering in a whole bodily way. Through this connection, we can release the 

life and body wisdom held within the symptoms of stress, trauma and suffering.  

When we contact our suffering with this kind of presence, we  are activating a source of 

wisdom contained within the Wholebody/Spirit.  We take (or invoke our spirit guide/therapist 

in co-presence to help create) a soft, grounded, open and humble approach to contacting the 

suffering we find within our body/mind/spirit.  We start from an experience of Grounded 

Presence.  We bring awareness to our physical body, all of me here from head to toe, grounded 

at the feet, connected to the earth, grounded at the seat, connected to the chair.  All of me is 
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connected to environment and stays open to the Larger Presence of Spirit and subtle energies 

that can emerge into consciousness. 

      The emerging felt sense that can safely show itself from the container of Grounded  

Presence is the “something new forming” out of the implied whole of our stressful lived 

experience.  So we embody or invite from our Spirit Guide (Containing Presence) the qualities 

of openness, spaciousness, acceptance, gentleness, and softness  and from a Companion 

(Mirroring Presence) to reflect back what our body is doing and what we might be 

experiencing/feeling to be-with us on our journey of transformation.  We learn to rely on this 

compassionate presence to awaken life-energy, creativity, spontaneity that allows the 

reparative and healing process to naturally unfold within our Body/Mind. 

 

The Human organon as the basic "tool" of Transformational WB Focusing 

 When I learned Focusing, it was taught as a way of listening and responding to what a 

Focuser or client is expressing. There are specific "steps" and ways to listen and respond that 

invite and enable the Focuser to connect with and relate to whatever they are experiencing. 

However, the living process and inward contact with self and with others does not follow a pre-

set format, nor can truly proceed without genuine embodied felt contact. Thus, our emphasis 

will be on enhancing our capacity to develop what I am calling our human organon.  Seen as a 

musical instrument, our whole body of awareness functions as a sensitive, receptive organ and 

tuning fork to the feeing tones and energy vibrations of the Focuser. When functioning well, the 

organon becomes an instrument or tool that is able to pick up signals from the field of shared 

experiencing and allow whatever is received to resonant within the inner space of our living 

body. This is the essence of Wholebody Focusing and deep listening.  

 This instrument of our human organon enables the therapist or listener/companion to 

be a genuine, authentic and attuned presence. We will be exploring and developing this 

capacity to open ourselves to a deeper intimate contact with self, others and the world through 

the resonating instrument of our inner (soul) body. In this soul to soul connection, we become 

much more engaged with and open to both transmit and receive the wavelengths of others, 
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that carry the feeling tones and felt senses from the depths of our being. And the "living 

theatre" expands this process to include the embodied presence and active participation of the 

whole group- sort of like an orchestra that harmonizes together.  Through our combined 

resonant attunement, the group becomes a whole body of spirit, allowing some aspect of each 

being to enact a sequence that activates a core re-alignment of Self toward its own soul, 

following the calling of our inner music and felt senses.  

 It is the foundational process of deep transformation, integrating somatic- experiential- 

relational- spiritual aspects of Self into a whole, activating a core re-alignment of our patterns 

of living. By staying open and receptive to the call of Being, we can be moved toward realigning 

our way of being in the world to its own music, dance, rhythm and energy. The body-of-

awareness is the central instrument of Focusing. 

 We will be exploring the experience of being- how it feels to be here as an embodied 

presence to our inner being, to the environmental field of Being and to the interactive space of 

shared being-together. This is the foundation for the development of the inner Self through the 

whole body as a receptive organism and tuning instrument, a resonating "fork" that can make 

and sustain direct inward contact with self, inner beings and the inner being of the Other. The 

level to which we will be attuning is beneath and beyond words (concepts/ ideas/ talk), yet can 

be sensed as something that comes through speech. It is an awareness of the whole being that 

is speaking, their manner and comportment toward you, themselves and the situation. This can 

be accessed also by bringing awareness to the whole way that this being embodies itself in 

whatever is being said or done- through attunement to the transmission of carrier waves of 

feeling tones, rhythms, energetic vibrations, movements, etc. It takes time in silence and inward 

receptivity to ingest, resonate, metabolize and transform what has been received into one's 

own inner bodily being. This time of silent pausing is difficult to do at first, yet is essential as the 

entre' into a deeper dimension of contact with inner self and the inner being of another.  

 It also requires that we develop and hold a stance of grounded presence, and a 

centering of awareness in our core (the hara/ chi), in the belly area. This centered connection 

allows us to feel more balanced and aligned with the vertical and horizontal axes of being- i.e., 
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our upright postural holding/ being held, and our breadth/width of being/ connecting to a 

larger whole (spirit/Being). This embodied stance does not back away from nor lean too closely 

toward the other, does not effort or strain, and feels flexible, open yet also solid and strong, 

like being held by a bigger circle or presence of Being. This position also reflects a core 

attitudinal/ philosophical position of letting be and letting come,  that enters the field with self 

and other from a sense of not-knowing and not-doing. When we can embody and hold this 

stance, our organism activates as a receptive organ and tuning instrument- our grounding 

allows us to hold the space and let the energetic charge to build without needing to discharge, 

fix or bypass.  

 Co-Presence/Co-resonance: The Inter-relational field of WB shared presence  

 We are relational and interactive beings all the way from the cellular and tissue level to 

the most complex areas of our bodily-being-in-the-world. When in a state of Embodied Co-

Presence, there is a natural attunement and alignment of our wholebody beings with each 

other. The interpersonal and the intrapersonal are part of one larger process, so as we connect 

inwardly to our inner space and outwardly to the environment, there is a mutual interweaving, 

a flow of energy, information and vitality between Grounded Presence (Being) and parts of Self 

that emerge into field of awareness. As Companion, we allow our bodily experiencing attune 

and match to that of the Focuser/client. This shared experience as part of the larger Functional 

Wholeness of Life Energy and Being allows us to sense the whole of the Focuser and their 

process, including what their body process might be implying, needing or missing. Our mirroring 

and inter-connection allows Focuser/client to access deeper levels of inner awareness as there 

develops an implicit trust that the shared field of Co-Presence enables us to explore and 

journey in ways we could do alone. The Companion not only keeps company in an accepting 

and caring way, but also can sense something in the field that the Focuser might miss, thus 

helping to fill in and experience what the body wisdom or an inner being might be doing, 

showing or experiencing.  

 Grounded/ Embodied Presence provides a sense of containment as well as a sense of 

spaciousness from the openness to the environment, the whole Field of Being. Co-Presence 
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begins with both Focuser and Companion taking time to establish a connection of solid 

grounding in the body and in the environment, and with each other. This sense of felt 

connection allows for trust as well as an attuned co-resonance to be established between 

Focuser and listener. We trust that whatever emerges will naturally arise out of this ongoing 

felt connection, by staying in GP with the multiple channels of felt sensing. Words might come, 

as well as felt sensations, movements, gestures, posture shifts, images, meanings, etc. through 

connection with each other, the body-space and the whole environmental field.   

 In this space of Co-Presencing, we become informed by the natural emergence of 

"something" that arises from the support of GP. The Presence of the Companion becomes 

organically attuned to the Presence and embodiment of the client, who is supported to invite 

and await for whatever emerges into awareness. We both wait, observe, and feel from Co-

Presencing, allowing as much time and room as needed for the full-bodied felt sensing to 

awaken and unfold in whatever ways present and express themselves to our shared field of 

awareness. We first invite the body to find its own way into grounding and settling in, perhaps 

noticing tensions, tightness, stress, pains, etc. and allowing the nervous system to calm, energy 

to move down toward ground. In WBF, we like and encourage the body to come naturally alive, 

awaken to itself and the space between us, so that a natural attunement and connection starts 

to happen. We don't have to know what is coming, or what to do, which allows awareness to 

stay open to whatever emerges or unfolds between us.  

 Co-Presence begins with both client/Focuser and therapist/ companion taking time to 

establish a connection of solid grounding in the body and in the environment, and with each 

other. This sense of felt connection allows for trust as well as an attuned resonance to be 

established between us.  We trust that whatever emerges will naturally arise out of this 

ongoing felt connection, by staying in GP with the multiple channels of felt sensing. Words 

might come, as well as felt sensations, movements, gestures, posture shifts, images, meanings, 

etc. through connection with each other, the body-space and the whole environmental field. 

We listen with our whole body, staying conscious of whatever comes into our field of 

awareness. Noticing and experiencing with our whole body whatever arises into awareness is 
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the foundational tool of WBF- somewhat akin to "free association" as the "basic rule" of 

psychanalysis 

 The facilitator's wholebody awareness and organismic resonance (organon) is the other 

main tool of WBF, again analogous to what Freud called the analyst's "evenly suspended 

attention," later formed in the notion of the analyzing instrument (Isakower). Establishing 

Grounded Presence provides both the physical support necessary to safely contain and hold 

what comes plus the caring-feeling-accepting Presence of Self and Listener, to be-with and 

welcome what comes just as it is. Often our body movements naturally mirror or complement 

those of the client, as well as an embodied mimesis of posture along with resonance with 

sounds, feeling tones, and felt energy. In addition, we will explore the phenomenon of 

entrainment which is the process of mutual synchronization of bodily rhythms and vibrational 

frequencies- such  in infancy, when the heartbeat of the mother influences the heartbeat of her 

baby, such as the baby's heart rate "locks in" to the same rhythm as the mother's. This 

phenomena is similar to resonance as when we feel that we are "in tune," or "on the same 

wavelength," or when our bodies are moving in sync with each other. The importance of 

entrainment is that the tonality and comportment of the Companion is not only receiving the 

vibrational felt energy of the Focuser (resonance) but is also transmitting a frequency that is 

influencing the Focuser's bodily energy field and rhythmic beats. This is a key aspect of the 

transformational response we offer when we receive, modulate and relay back our own inner 

felt qualities that can synchronize and harmonize as well as soothe and regulate the organism.  

 When in a state of Grounded Co-presence, there is a natural attunement and alignment 

of our living bodies with each other. The interpersonal and the intra-personal are part of one 

larger process so as we connect inwardly to our inner space and outwardly to the environment, 

there is a mutual interweaving, and exchange of energy, information and vitality between 

grounded presence (Being) and parts of self (symptom energy) that calls our attention 

(Becoming). As companion, we allow our bodily experiencing to attune to and match that of the 

focuser. It is through the process of inward resonance that our organism can generate 

(transmit) a corresponding feeling tone that begins to unwind, loosen, and soften the knots and 
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bound energy of trauma. In the inner space/chamber of our embodied container, the organism 

can reverberate with the feeling qualities and embodied stances of inner traumatized beings. It 

is here that the holding patterns can slowly begin their journey of unwinding and releasing. 

There are three aspects of Co-Presence that guide us in being-with ourselves and with another: 

1) Receiving- being touched by Focuser's words and bodily expressiveness;  taking in the total 

feel (felt sense) of the Focuser's inner being; openness to ingest in one's whole body space/ 

inner center;  mimesis- shape shifting the body in accord with Focuser's movements & posture. 

2) Resonating- silent pausing to digest and experience the inner bodily feeling tones being 

expressed;  letting one's whole body vibrate to the sounds, rhythms, felt meaning; deepened 

inner attunement and experiencing of what is communicated- moving toward harmonic 

resonance;  modulation- interweaving of focuser's feeling tones/energy with one's own chord. 

3) Responding- letting something formulate as emergent from bodily awareness of felt qualities 

of experiencing; relating= giving/bearing back a message (silently and expressly); an outward 

response to what is being shared that reflects inward qualities; this could be words, images, 

movements, gestures, sounds, etc; messaging- responses that mirror, animate, contain, point.  

Deep contact- embodied felt connection with inner being (life within)/ something there 

1) Grounded Presence- sense of "all-of-me" here/ connection with core-center of Self/  

2) Wholebody Awareness- qualitative awareness/ felt sense of the inner being of the other/ 

observing, embodying and embracing all that comes/ sensing a pattern unfolding/ zooming out 

and zooming in 

3) Organism as tuning instrument- embodied resonance/observing/ feeling into/ deep listening 

for;  energetic synchronization- wave function/ rhythm/ feeling tonality/ vibrational 

connectivity;  

4) Somatic receptivity- taking in/ being affected/ deep experiencing/ resonating/ bearing with; 

ingesting, metabolizing, resonating, taking down to center; allowing a felt sense of the inner 

Being to form- that 'one' who is experiencing/expressing/showing itself; inhabiting the space of 

the Being (soul) of the being  inner relationality is key- being-with Self, being-in the body, being 

present in the space- being aware of whatever emerges in accepting, receptive way. 
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5) Entraining- allowing our feeling tonality (voice tone/cadence) and inner sounds, rhythms, 

posture, eyes to transmit a calming, healing influence; silently sending signals that match and 

modulate a traumatized place- filling in and adding to what might be missing and needed. 

6) Patience/ Silence- holding space/ patience-pausing/ letting come/ allowing for emergence- 

forming; entering the field with a sense of Not Knowing/ Non Doing/ No agenda/ Not trying to 

change; taking time to allow whole body awareness to sense, feel, taste, hear, see, grasp 

significance etc.; taking time to allow something to form; let "it" (inner being) be more fully felt 

and known; multiple channels of information and energy 

7) Inner listening- hearing the voice of the inner being/ feeling the inner presence/ heeding the 

call; directly attuning to experiencing- something concretely felt/sensed/present in just the way 

it appears; Listening= not just a preliminary to 'doing' something; not just to form 

interpretations or interventions; more than hearing content of the story or situation;  not trying 

to directly help, heal, change but to hear the Inner response- feeling/sensing/hearing/ receiving 

the "call" of the inner being; the emergent self. 

8) Sharing- embodied expression/ allowing something  to form/ bearing back what has emerged 

from within one's own embodied being; referring to the concrete living bodily experience; 

responses point and refer to something or some 'one' concretely there;  whatever is said or 

done is immediately invited to check with the inner body- distance; felt rightness;  letting body-

wisdom confirm and lead the process 

9) Quality of contact- feeling connection/ in-tune with/ embodiment of caring-resonant 

presence; deepened awareness of the inner being(s) and the core Being (Self); 

contact/connection is first- what to say or do comes from the shared interactive space 

10) Inner directed movement- connecting with the body of feeling & motility- a direct showing-

living-experiencing/ sensing felt inergy/ moving outwards- awakening of life- energy 

(soul/Being); flow of energy/information/ channels of felt experiencing in shared space;  

11) Letting come-emergence of something forming; giving much space and time to allow 'it' 

(this spot/place/part) to show how it is "being" (suffering/ feeling/ wanting/ functioning);  

letting everything have a space/place- welcoming all that emerges; all aspects/parts have 

implicit function in the whole;   

 We start from Grounded Presence, the bodily awareness and direct experience of 

embodying our Self in connection with our physicality, the environment, and our inner space. 

Qualitative awareness from grounded presence includes the four spaces: .1 physical body; .2 

environmental body; .3 inner felt body; .4 interactive body (interbeing). 
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 Wholebody Listening is the embodied quality of being fully present to someone or 

something. It is receiving with one's whole organism, and allowing whatever is here to connect 

in a deeply felt way.  What is wanted is a type of bearing with- letting the experiencing, 

suffering, wanting, patterning to inter-penetrate in our own body and awareness. It is through 

bearing with the suffering, pain and felt experience of that inner being, not trying to change, fix, 

label, manage it but letting it be just as it is, that it can begin its own journey of healing.  

 Listening therefore is more than hearing. It is as an embodied receiving, allowing one's 

whole embodied presence to experience the felt impact of the Focuser's communication. It is 

through the inward reception and experiencing of what emerges from the Focuser that enables 

our organism as instrument to more sensitively attune to its feel and rhythm. More than 

reflecting back words, this type of awareness involves staying present to and receiving the 

whole feel of the interaction (and the inner 'one' that is communicating). So it is very important 

that we allow what has emerged  to impact. effect, as well as resonate in your own organism.  

Focusing is a depth listening- staying at the edge of awareness where something can arise. It is 

this inner arising and emerging process that I call feeling the soul (living quality/ Self) of 

whatever is showing itself; We actually don't just listen to the Other- we are also being-with 

Self and attuning in our own body and the larger field of Being in an embodied, open, neutral, 

feeling way. It is listening from your center/core. 

 Our choice and intention to open Awareness, stay conscious and embodied enables us 

to be fully engaged in the living process with Self and Other. This quality of resonant 

engagement opens the pathway for healing and transformation. It is a a mature consciousness 

that enables us to sense the life-energy (inner soul) of that place; to feel and recognize the 

deep significance of the issue/situation- both what it is and something more (deeper layers).  

 WB listening with our Organon is akin to hearing music, in which we allow the whole 

body to reverberate with the feel, tonality, and energy. This type of interactive embodied 

engagement can also be likened to learning to dance together, allowing our own bodies to be 

more in sync with the rhythm, movements, and ways of dancing so that we can learn to 

develop a harmonic resonance with each other's rhythm. Resonating our instruments develops 
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the capacity to be more in tune; to vibrate with each other's energy/ feeling qualities; and 

sense the felt wavelength of the communication.  

 By staying in the flow of the connection, our awareness can attune to the felt sense of 

rhythm- flow of energy; attuning to the connective space (tissue/ Flesh); noticing and 

embodying outer movement (posture/ gesture/ physical shifting). We don't just become aware 

of what was said, or what is the problem/issue, but more importantly, we connect with (get a 

felt sense of) "that one" who is talking or expressing- its voice tone, energy, imagery, postural 

stance, way of moving, sitting, i.e. its whole way of Being in the world. The essence of Focusing 

is getting a feel of and connection with that inward one, especially in working with trauma 

patterns, as it is these inner places that signal their  and call our attention to their pain through 

physical sensations, symptoms, bodily comportments, projecting of feelings, moods, aura, as 

well as through patterns of reacting and behaving, including dissociation and disconnection. 

 Our Inner Spirit (Body Wisdom/ Functional Whole) knows how to relate to the areas in 

our body/mind that are holding stress and trauma.  It knows how to guide, organize, and free 

up the forward movement of life energy through the body/mind.  Our awareness of this Body 

Wisdom in a wholebody way is what’s required for it to come alive in us.  So we give our 

consent to this process by embodying GWBP. Our awareness of Inner Space is what contains 

and supports the presence of difficult material, suffering, traumatic psycho-behavioral 

responses, embodied stress patterns. 

 

 Grounded Presence always comes first- maintaining felt contact and embodied 

connection with clients and their process. This is central in all Focusing and FOT but is 

paramount in reversing patterns of disconnection. In addition to grounding in the physical body 

and the space, Grounded Presence also involves attitudes of non-doing, not-knowing and most 

importantly, non-pressuring. Even if the client is not in a state of Presence, the 

therapist/companion's Presence (Organon) can somatically and experientially resonate with felt 

signals of what might be happening in the relational field. WB Presence allows me to stay in felt 
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contact with the person and functions like a tuning fork or channel to sense even subtle 

energies and feelings, including what the process might be implying and needing right now. 

 

 In order for what is being implied to actually occur, a quality of awareness, listening and 

attuning that we practice in WBF seems to be required- a field of awareness. As therapists, we 

often notice that the emergent phenomena is precisely that part of the body-environment 

process where something has been blocked, stopped or stuck. Something that should have 

happened didn't occur, so that the living body keeps repeating the pattern of what is needed. 

Thus, a key aspect of our awareness is the sensing of what is missing, needed, or absent in the 

situation, or the Focuser's  experiencing. The tuning fork of the whole living body listens to, 

resonates with, and takes in the life energy and information which matches its own grounded 

tone and whole body awareness to that of an inner drama being presented through a WBF 

session or series of sessions. We can use our whole embodied presence and living organism in 

an active, participatory, and engaged way, including at times, inhabiting/becoming an inner 

character or being from the Focuser's process. As we will experience in the living theater, since 

the living organism is attuned to and resonate with a larger space of universal intelligence, a 

quality of inter-being, we can sense and live out an inner part of another, often with very 

powerful and transformative results.  

 

Dynamics of WB Transformation- reconfiguring of Whole and parts into new patterns 

 Unlike a linear path that seems to move in a straight line toward a destination, the WBF 

process is actually circular or more accurately, holographic. The term "holography" comes from 

Greek words holos, "whole" and gramma, "message," or "writing." A hologram is an image in 

which any part of the image, if cut into pieces, can project the entire image, but from different 

angles and perspectives. If you move around a hologram, you can still see the entire projection. 

The journey we are undertaking via WBF can be seen as a holographic process in which many 

levels of the Self/Being are being processed and transformed all at once, even if our focus is 

only on one particular part, place or aspect. Since the whole is contained in each piece, a 

change in one aspect of our embodied Being transforms the whole system, as other parts 
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would reorganize themselves in relation to this one part. Today we will explore this dynamic 

especially in connection with the invitation for the unwinding of deeply ingrained patterns. This 

aspect of the WBF process can be the most challenging as it often opens to places that have 

held trauma, pain, suffering and blocked energy that have been stuck or unprocessed for 

prolonged periods. It requires the solid containment of Ground/Presence, felt connection with 

environment and the caring support of the Companion in Co-Presence to hold safe space for 

places to more fully unfold, express and complete themselves. Once completed, that part of us 

can return to its Home in our body and integrate back into the Ground of Being. We will explore 

this deeper unwinding and unfolding of the inner-directed life process, as it moves outward and 

returns back to its awareness of the whole Field of Being.  

 We contain all of the resources available within our own body-wisdom through 

Grounded Presence. From this containment, these resources become activated in the form of 

information through felt sensing, inner-directed movements, and living energy. As these 

awaken, our choice to stay connected with our body of wisdom opens itself to the holographic 

intelligence of Being that organizes itself through the unique configuration of each our 

embodiment. By maintaining this connection with GWBP, our awareness can receive and 

resonate with whatever is arising from the whole Field, including deeply imbedded places and 

ingrained patterns. As these become "swept up" into the vortex of what is unfolding, we will 

explore how to hold all that is emerging in our consciousness so the "something" that arises 

feels safe and allowed to express and complete itself. Through WB awareness, we receive the 

pulsating energy and holographic information from the Whole Field of Being, and as this energy 

interweaves through our embodiment, it generates fluctuations that allow for new possibilities.  

 WBF  opens up the possibility of Core Transformation- at first signaled by bodily shifts 

and small steps- e.g. a sigh, release, easing, inward stirring, coming alive of inner Being, new 

bodily energy, movements, expressiveness. What eventuates is a shift at a deep level of Being, 

where we begin to  inhabit an expanded space, a whole new way of Being in the world opens 

and unfolds in its own right way.  We inhabit the "spirit" (life energy) of a new or disowned 

inner being, allowing it to show itself, unfold its own life and integrate into a new sense of Self. 
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New relationship with trauma- letting come what needs attention 

 Through the WB process of holding both Grounded Presence and the trauma/wounded 

part or place, we develop a new embodied stance in relation to past traumas and their residues 

as carried within ourphysical/spiritual organism . The regular and sustained practice of 

Grounded Presence allows us to contain, co-exist with and relate to our traumas in a much 

different way. It is not only that old patterns are allowed to complete themselves, but that we 

(therapists and clients) learn to become more conscious of our embodied Adult Self in relation 

to the parts of ourselves and clients that have suffered. It is holding both the awareness of 

Grounded Presence and the parts that are emerging (including defensive, contracting, 

disconnecting, frightened, etc.) that allows these parts to find their ways back Home to our 

Functional Wholeness. The attitudes of welcoming, accepting, inviting, allowing, being-with, are 

how we in our Adult consciousness can allow the traumatized patterns to unwind and unfold in 

the ways that they need in order to complete their healing journey. Thus all parts of ourselves 

are held with equal positive regard from Grounded Presence.  

 The process of letting-come forms a new type of interaction with our body and inner 

world, making space for what needs to happen to be allowed to manifest and come forward in 

their own ways and times. We offer our encouragement and containment so that our body 

wisdom feels free to do whatever it needs independent of our conscious control or 

deliberation. In addition, as we create space from Grounded Presence, something that wants 

our attention naturally arises into our shared field of awareness- or something can be invited to 

show itself from our body-wisdom.  

Direct encounter with traumatic events/experiences 

 In the course of a long-term healing, we often come to recognize how current reactive 

patterns (habits, behaviors, emotional reactivity, postural stances, etc.) are linked with past 

events. We may realize that a way of reacting feels similar to how they felt as a child, including 

how a present interaction mirrors that of their relationship with an abusive parent or chaotic 

environment or early experience of loss/neglect etc. There are times when we sense a 

readiness to encounter traumatic events. In doing so, it is absolutely crucial that we are 
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prepared to stay involved with Focusers on a deep level, to feel solidly grounded and present so 

we can hold a safe and supportive space throughout this exploration. Both Focuser and 

Companion are stay aware of physical/emotional reactions so that we can continually monitor 

for signs of overwhelm/flooding and/or dissociations/disconnection. We prepare in advance 

what to do if this happens- stop the process, do some grounding, return awareness to the 

room, each other, whatever helps consciousness and organic system to calm, ease, come back 

to equilibrium. Some specific ways to engender safety and support have usually already been 

developed, and if not, should be a pre-requisite for exploring "dark" places and painful events. 

 The benefit of such direct encounters is that it can begin the process of unwinding and 

releasing sources of traumatic stress responses, enable exiled parts to express/ heal themselves 

and restore the life-forward movement that had been blocked or stopped by the unprocessed, 

unresolved traumatic events. This type of encountering serves two important functions: 1) to 

allow the "child" part of ourselves to be allowed to more fully experience, express and release 

what has been unprocessed or incomplete and    2) to provide a new environment and 

interaction in which the old traumatic experience can be reassessed and reorganized in the 

primitive regions of our bodily organism.  

 Since what is stopped or unfinished is carried as a bodily implying, our own bodily 

presence can often sense signs or indications of what might be needed that has been missing. 

Often, clients' process brings forward something of its own accord that has this power of 

supplying the missing object or environment/ interaction. Either way, it is the body-sense of 

relief, easing, positive energy, fullness, etc. that shows the rightness of whatever we say or do 

in this sequence. The living organism knows the way toward completion, healing and regaining 

the inner spirit that has been lost, impaired or tied up in survival patterns 

How/when to enter this phase of Encountering 

 First, it is crucial that the initial two phases have been well-integrated before exploring 

this region of direct encounter with trauma. The first two phases or elements: 1) preparation- 

establishment of Grounded Presence (resources/ stability/ readiness/ safety/ solid 

containment/ relational and internal support/ self-regulation/ caring-accepting 
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attitude/Functional Whole Adult) and 2) embarking- awakening of body-wisdom (expanded 

awareness/ capacity for body-(felt) sensing/ comfort in letting go and letting come/ activating 

inner-directed movement & life-energy; releasing physical tensions, stress/ ability to attend to 

and stay with body-feeling process. 

Second, I have found four general hallmarks of the readiness of engage directly with trauma: 

1) Trauma zones- memories, feelings, experiences, parts of oneself- naturally and organically 

emerge in the course of wholebody processing; can also arise in the interactive dynamics of 

therapeutic relationship; 

2) Client expresses a desire and willingness to explore and resolve a traumatic event or 

experience(s); 

3) Client and therapist agree that they are ready to enter this phase of therapy; 

4) Therapist initiates an invitation to explore traumatic events/parts, believing that they are 

close to the surface, that client is ready for such an encounter and that the unprocessed 

experiences are impinging further progress. 

Various ways to encounter and process complex trauma 

There are many avenues for processing traumatic events, some direct and others indirect. I 

have offered only a select few that I have found particularly powerful and transformative.  

1) Inserting oneself into the trauma scene 

 The event (environment/ situation/ scenario...) is described and set up, then is entered 

via guided imagery, relaxation, hypno-therapy, role play (see below), body-processing, etc. In 

this avenue, the trauma is usually so over-whelming that I suggest that I enter the scene with 

the Adult client to help the child (victimized part). For example, in one instance, a male client 

had been seduced and raped by a store owner when he was about 13 years old. This event 

(along with many other traumatic/abusive aspects of his family) established two patterns: 1) 

physical contraction/ dread/ shrinking from conflict/confrontations; and 2) a "dissociated" kind 
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of uncontained rage that would erupt when provoked by lies, manipulations (usually with his 

children). In this scenario, he had such a dread of re-entering that event that I said, "That 

shouldn't have occurred. And if you allow me and your Adult self to experience that situation, 

we can re-do it as it should have happened." He agreed and we vividly explored that event with 

both of us there with the young boy. For the first time, with our help, that young boy was able 

to stand up to the store owner, say "No- get away from me," and we physically invited a 

pushing off motion that he (as young boy) finally found the strength and support to aggressively 

throw off the abuser and run out of the store. The other aspect we encouraged (which never 

happened at the time) was that he talk to his father about what happened (in this case, talk to 

me/us), and then we, as Adults, went to confront the owner. The outcome was that he felt a 

tremendous release, relief and easing of both the passive withdrawal/dread and violent/attack 

modes.  

2) Embracing the wounded child- allowing the feelings to be felt/expressed 

 Another powerful form of encounter is when we allow the "wounded child" place to feel 

and express her feelings. Oftentimes, clients whose whole early environment was abusive, 

chaotic, neglectful etc, become so acclimated to that environment that even years/decades 

later in adulthood, either were not able nor even recognized that there are unprocessed 

feelings and reactions that are carried. For example, I worked with a woman in her early 40's 

who had a very strong part of her that felt terrified of interpersonal closeness and dependency 

(including with me). She also had developed a freeze reaction to aggression, which she had 

tolerated with her now ex-husband for years. In the course of years of therapy, we finally came 

to a place where some affective links developed between these patterns and her early family 

life. Here is one instance where I invited us to direct explore these early life situations, which 

we did over the course of several sessions. I stated that from what I was hearing the young girl 

in her had suffered terribly and that she had been traumatized by what she experienced. What 

emerged were powerful feelings of anxiety, shaking, anger, pain, deep sobbing about mother's 

alcoholism, sexual acting-out, neglect, father's abandonment, etc., which for the first time she 
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was able to acknowledge were so hurtful, painful, traumatizing. "I never knew anything 

different, and so just went along with and assumed was ok."  

3) Re-working old sequences- letting the body complete a sequence/ what needed to happen  

 This is expanded on below. One addition here, is that in the course of Wholebody 

Focusing therapy, clients often experience something emerging, such as an impulse or physical 

urge to move or do something. These inner-arising impulses can be the body's implying of 

something incomplete or unfinished that is now activated and ready to be carried forward. 

These urges, when held in the context of Grounded Presence and linked with past traumatic 

interactions, can open a new encounter that can lead to healing of the old wounds. For 

example, one woman with whom I worked had suffered numerous early life traumas that left 

multiple scars and seriously impaired Adult functioning and development. After a long period, 

she was able to calm enough, and feel able to enter her body-space to allow more to come. 

From this, she began to report bodily sensations such as her feet feeling encased in concrete, 

unable to move, then slowly sensing little stirrings of energy, movement, like the concrete was 

cracking and she felt urges to kick out with her feet and legs. In inviting and allowing her legs to 

kick out more strongly, the concrete finally cracked, and powerful kicking, screaming, emerged. 

This was linked to her grandmother, who literally and figuratively had tied her up, was 

physically and verbally abusive, which as a young girl, she had to take. Now she was able to 

break free, kick back and direct this strong energy toward her grandmother. "You have no hold 

over me any more. I am free of your tyranny and abuse... etc." This process brought deep tears, 

grief as well as relief and freedom. 

4) Letting go of vicarious trauma- holding something not one's own 

 One final aspect of direct encountering involves the realization that what one's own 

system is carrying as traumatic is actually not one's own trauma, but is actually someone else's 

(usually parents/ family/ culture) 

 This awareness alone can be quite freeing and powerful and when invited to be 

released, can often be let go and given back to whomever it was transferred from. For example, 
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I worked with a man who carried massive anxieties and fears of being annihilated if he 

transgressed any rules or boundaries. This stricture was so strong that it inhibited much of his 

adult functioning, and lead to frequent traumatic stress responses (mostly flight/ freeze) when 

facing even minor confrontations. As we explored these reactions, it became clear that his own 

parents (especially mother) was herself sexually/emotionally abused, as well as being raised in 

a very strict religious order. These unprocessed traumas were transposed to the client, which 

he realized he carried his mother's pain, fears and beliefs. So we arranged a process of letting 

go, in which we did a ritual of giving back to his mother (and generations) what was not his to 

carry. The child in him was finally freed of feeling responsible for taking care of mother's pain so 

that the child could be allowed to grow in its own right way. This began a process of  re-

parenting the traumatized child. 

5) Providing a missing or needed experience- using one's wholebody self as resource. 

 In addition to providing deep resonant listening and embodied attuning, we can sense 

and use our embodied self (Organon) as an active resource for the Focuser. This can be done in 

traditional dyads, or as we will experience can also be expanded to include triads as well as 

larger group participation. For example, a client was working through a very traumatic infantile 

place in which she felt completely abandoned and unwanted. This place felt no support and had 

a deep belief that it did not even belong in this world. While processing this deeply felt 

experience (client was standing ) his feet began to bubble and his sense was that he had a hard 

time standing alone with this place. What came in me was offering support by placing my hands 

on his back and inviting from this infant place to lean into them. He agreed and he said for 

perhaps the first time in his life, he could let go into my hands and feel that infant place being 

physically and psychically supported . Needless to say, this was a hugely transformative 

experience for him. As with any focusing process, we always invite the Focuser to check with 

their felt sense for safety and rightness of any active intervention. Thus, we can offer physical 

touch, we can in train through modulating our voice to be the stronger or softer, we can 

provide a sense of a protective other, and many other possibilities for active engagement and 

participation in the whole body transformational process.  
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Module #3: 4 phases on the journey of Wholebody/Spiritbody Transformation 

Phase 1: Preparation:           

 Part 1- Developing the Human Organon- Embodied Presence & WB Awareness 

 Part 2- Co-Presence/ Co-Resonance- Organismic contact with self and other 

 
Phase 2: Embarking: Letting come- awakening of life energy/ contact with trauma patterns  
 
Phase 3: Encountering:  
 Part 1- Emergence of/immersion in traumatized beings and their inner dramas 
   
  Part 2-  Theatre of the living (spirit) body- communal healing of trauma 
 
Phase 4: Returning: 
 Part 1-  Integrating new ways of being- birthing/ embodying transformed Self  
  
 Part 2- Carrying forward into everyday living- creating symbols/emblems of journey 
 

 These phases or stages are, of course, somewhat arbitrary, yet correspond to what I 

have experienced in the process of transforming trauma-based patterns. We will be utilizing the 

skills and the growth that you have learned and developed over the course of the first two 

modules and in your WBF partnerships during the past year or more. These skills and capacities 

will be interwoven through the stages of the journey. This model we will be exploring is similar 

to the "hero's journey" as developed by Joseph Campbell, shamanic journey work, and my own 

experiences as a whole body focusing oriented therapist- i.e. a mythological or archetypal 

process of undergoing trials and challenges in order to effect a deep personal and spiritual 

transformation of Self. And as Campbell has stated, although often depicted as forays into dark 

and dangerous places, meeting obstacles and challenges along the path, encountering demonic 

figures as well as helping spirits/beings, the journey is actually an inward one to the core of the 

self..  And we undergo these challenges as a response to a call, to something that signals that 

there is something "more." Often this comes through a tragedy or trauma, an illness, a death, a 

disaster, or can be through symptoms, recurring patterns or dreams, or a sense of emptiness/ 

despair. In our module, we will start with this sense of a "call" as an initiation to the journey.  
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 Each phase will explore the WBFocusing dyad (especially the Listener) in the capacity for: 
 
1) Embodied Presence- bodily organism as resonating instrument- inner stance of centered/ 
grounded Being; whole body of awareness- as receptive organ: radar/ sonar to the field of 
experiencing ; containing function-capacity for being-with, holding, being-in-the-body; deep 
listening and attunement to the Self and to the Being of the Other- as manifest through various 
channels of energy and information that emerge in the field; Being Here in the World         
 
2) Keeping company/ being-with/ accepting, receiving and resonating -The quality of keeping 
company and being-with what comes in a wholebody way; being ok with following the flow of 
the WBF process with a sense of not-knowing, not-doing, and non-pressuring (see below); 
taking time and making room to fully receive and resonate somatically the multiple channels of 
felt sensing and wholebody implying (including words/ energy/ felt sensations/ movements, 
etc.) and resonate, allowing room to let your body attune to the whole process that is 
unfolding.  

3) Feeling Comfortable with the sense of “Not Knowing"/ "Not Doing"- Learning to be ok with 
not knowing how to be with the situation or what is arising in the Focusing process; staying 
open to our body-wisdom and inner knowing, trusting in the something that is forming of its 
own that may be just right and needed at this moment; being comfortable with not-knowing 
and not-doing opens a pathway to a deeper inward source of knowing and how to be-with what 
comes, more than conscious mind.  

 4) Connecting/Resonating/wholebody listening- inner process of pausing and withholding 
immediate response/ allow for deep contact-  connecting with inner being/ silent transmission- 
felt quality of being-with;  attuning to the "carrier waves" being transmitted and received;  
capacity for listening-picking up signals & channels;  Holding Space/ Immersing Oneself   
          
 5) Ingesting/ Metabolizing - capacity for being "moved"/impacted- letting whole body 
reverberate & vibrate; silent processing; inward pause to absorb, experience, metabolize; 
harmonic resonance; responding to the call of the inner "being."  Facilitating Inner Gestation 

6) Attuning/ Harmonizing- the use of qualitative awareness and embodied presence as tuning 
fork to sensitively and internally experience feeling tones and waves of another intertwined 
with self. This interweaving and openness of our body- awareness enables us to attune our 
being and being of another. We can then attune and adjust to create a harmonic resonance 
with the other.  

7) Bearing/Birthing- transforming one's receptive tonality: matching/ complementing the 
other;  bearing with, the suffering, pain of what is being carried; responding to the call of the 
inner one; facilitating new relation of Self to something (someone) coming-into-Being; Letting 
Emerge Out 
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                        Transformational WB Focusing for healing trauma 

 

                                    OPENING – INVOCATION TO THE JOURNEY 

                      Centering – Wholebody Presence, Living Body 

     Introductions – What emerges now 

                                    Mapping of our Journey 

                                          1. What is Transformational Focusing? 

                                          2. What is complex trauma? 

                                        

                                      Moving into and Embodying Wholeness 

                                          1. Entering Being- three levels of living body 

                                          2. Offering our intentions & desires  

                                          3. Work in partnerships 

                                          4. What might you need in this workshop? 

 

                                      Community Invocation to Open to the Journey  

                                           1. Creating a Sacred Circle 

                                           2. Being present for Healing of Self and Others 

 

                 I. PREPARATION PHASE- Readiness/ Resource Building   

       

As in any important undertaking, developing resources and readying oneself is necessary to be-

with and work through whatever comes along the path. We will practice as a group, through 

demos and in partnership the foundation of WBF, Ground (experiencing the Ground of 

Being/containment of self and other) & Presence (WB awareness & Human Organon).  This 
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phase also involves the main active part of Transformational Focusing, i.e. our conscious choice 

to spend time connecting with and listening to our body/spirit, as well as welcoming and giving 

permission to allow what wants to come. This stage emphasizes the importance of staying in 

conscious awareness of the body (embodiment) as it is in physical connection with the ground 

and environment. Through WB awareness (Presencing), the rest of the inner directed body 

process tends to move and expand on its own. When in Grounded Presence, we may notice 

sensings of spirit (life energy) moving through, between, and around us.  These sensings may be 

primarily physical or may come in many forms as feeling tones, urges/impulses/stirrings of 

energy and movement  

   Elements of the Preparation Phase: 

Living body of Wholeness- Grounded Presence/ Co-Presence 

Resources- physical/ mental/ spiritual/ body as tuning fork for spirit 

Meeting guides/ mentors/ companions/ helpers- containing & mirroring doubles 

Planting seeds of transformation- commitment to change/intentions 

Higher consciousness- expanding awareness/ opening to larger vision 

                                   

                         PREPARATION PHASE – Readiness/Resource building 

 

                                       Felt Sense of “What Calls Us Forth” 

                                            Our Wake Up Call from Being 

                                           1. Whatever comes is our starting place 

                                           2.  What wants healing/change/resolution 
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                                          Resistance to the Call- fears of the journey 

                                           1. Noticing places in us that don’t want to go 

                                           2. Starting the journey = welcoming all  

 

                                           Grounded Presence/Resourcing- Partnering 

                                          1.  Embodiment- physically well-grounded;     

   centered; being-in balance; capacity for      

   physical containment; body-in-environment  

    2.  Expanding awareness- four spaces =  

                                  3.  Evoking attitudes that support the journey 

                                         4.  Finding our Inner Guides- ealing Doubles 

                                         5.  Felt sense of safety and containment 

 

             II. EMBARKING PHASE- departure/exploration of the inner world 

After a period of preparation, we are ready to begin the journey. As we embark, we take all our 

resources with us, as well as developing and finding additional support along the path. These 

can be: companion; helpers; nature; inner strength; inspiration; trust in the life force (energy/ 

spirit) to guide our way. Here we are actually and symbolically leaving the safety and familiarity 

of what we already know. This is the first threshold- not yet confronting the deeper issues, 

obstacles and dark regions, just a gentle opening to something that wants to happen not of our 

doing. In letting come, we are opening to "something" that emerges into our consciousness, a 

life-force from a vaster, deeper source. It is this coming of life-energy into our wholebody, 

beginning to develop a trust in this Intelligence to guide our way forward.                                                                                                        

As we are called out of everyday ways of being, we are leaving the known, and entering the 

"middle zone," the space between the already known and the not-yet known. This can be scary 

at first, as our conditioned mind and formed patterns often operate to keep us in familiar 

territory. So this stage invites any hindrances that want to show up, and let them know they are 
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welcome. We go through a process of staying open to what wants to come. This also involves a 

sense of inward commitment including the expansion of spiritual qualities that enable us to 

more comfortably embark on the journey. Turning to our inner and outer supports and 

strengths, we cross the first threshold for the sake of our transformation with the help of our 

allies and Grounded Presence. 

                                          Elements of Embarking Phase: 

Crossing the first threshold- sense of adventure/the Unknown/ Mystery 

Leaving the familiar- processing of emptying/ entering with Not-Knowing 

Spiritual guides- encounter with the spirit of inner beings and outer resources 

Capacity for letting come- allowing something to happen/ emerge of its own 

Descent into the inner world- identifying characters/roles/ patterns/ scenes 

Following the movement of energy and spirit- flow/ what draws attention 

 

 EMBARKING PHASE  - departure/ exploration of the inner world/ Letting come 

                               Crossing the Threshold: Entering the Mystery  

1. Accessing soul qualities/inner spirit that have been lost, impaired or hidden                                                              

2. Entering the special world- Not-Knowing what will emerge; trusting the body              

3. Awakening of body-wisdom- gradual unwinding, loosening of bound energy; 

awareness of felt sensations, stirrings of life-energy (spirit), movement, gestures, 

images, feeling qualities, postural shifts;  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Descent into the Inner World 

1.Inner guidance- following the movement of energy and spirit 

2. Going within- letting something come; something starting to happen; 
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   3. Entering the place of trauma- immersion in the drama-body of inner beings;  

  opening awareness to the felt sense of embodied roles and patterns.    

                                  Deepening contact with inner parts/patterns- letting come 

                                    1. Resonant contact with the felt energy of inner characters/roles/patterns 

                                    2. Letting come- allowing some part/symptoms to show themselves   

                                    3. Holding space- allow more life-energy to enter/ let what is emerging 

 explore more of itself; felt resonance with the spirit of each part.  

                    4.  Unfolding of the wounded place/ Re-forming itself-  By continuing to hold  

   awareness of both the whole and the part, the body can reassess habitual ways  

   of moving, holding and feeling. Grounding in the safety of your wholebody in  

   the present moment allows your body to continue to unfold and unwind itself in 

   whatever ways it needs for its own healing and resolution. The natural   

   activation of body-wisdom (inner-directed energy and movement via felt  

   sensing) through GP interacts in a gentle, accepting way with the wound,  

   trauma, stoppage so that this place can awaken to its own healing   

   journey. We will explore this dynamic by making as much space as possible for  

   any place or part of us to show itself, so it can be received, welcomed just as it  

   is. Through the  connection with Grounded Co-Presence, something new way  

   may start to form from  within its own energy. This habitual pattern or place is  

   free to reassess and reform its way of being, opening to new possibilities and  

   new ways of being. Let's explore this now. 

 

            IIIa.  ENCOUNTERING PHASE I- transition/ in-between/ inward sensing/holding both 

Once we separate from the usual, known and familiar, we have embarked on the journey. In 

entering this phase, we stay open to whatever comes to awareness, non-verbal, somatic 

sensations, feelings, images,  movements, and parts/roles that show themselves. This stage we 

call "encountering," in that we are meeting aspects of ourselves or our inner/outer world in a 

new space, a special world. This stage is the most challenging, as it marks a period of transition, 
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a sense of being "in-between" two ways of being, or two polarities, or ambivalence about a 

decision or action, etc. We have willingly emptied our previous knowing to open to and trust in 

a larger, deeper Knowing (body-wisdom, higher intelligence, spiritual guidance). In this middle 

phase we stay open to “difficult” places, including fears, suffering, traumas and the patterns 

that protect from going there.  We bring our attention there for them to show themselves more 

distinctly in their own way.  This can include repetitive patterns, primal scenes, or parts of 

ourselves that we want to get know better within the inner safety and containment of 

Grounded Presence and our "double" (companion/ spirit guide/ community).  Our awareness 

will need to become wide enough to witness the participation of the ‘larger source’ that ‘wants’ 

healing for us and brings surprising openings. Fundamentally this is a ‘being with’ and giving 

consent to ‘being led’ by the life-energy (spirit) that is moving in and through our body/mind.  

 

Reworking of difficult places- bridging between old/familiar to new/unfamiliar  

 Today we will explore how the body wisdom is capable of unwinding deeply ingrained 

trauma based patterns. This phase of the Transformational Journey  is often the most 

challenging as it opens us to trauma, pain, suffering and blocked energy that have been held, 

stuck or unprocessed for prolonged periods. It requires the solid containment of 

Ground/Presence, a secure, felt connection with the  environment and the caring support of 

others in Co-Presence. We hold safe space for places to more fully unfold, express and 

complete themselves. Once completed, that part of us can return to its Home in our living 

organism/ inner body and integrate back into the Wholeness of Life. We will explore this 

deeper unwinding and unfolding of the inner-directed life process, as it moves outward and 

returns back to its awareness of the whole Field of Being.  

 We contain all of the resources available within our own body-wisdom through 

Grounded Presence. From this containment, these resources become activated in the form of 

information through felt sensing, inner-directed movements, and living energy. As these 

awaken, our choice to stay connected with our body of wisdom opens itself to the holographic 

intelligence of Being that organizes itself through the unique configuration of each our 
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embodiment. By maintaining this connection with Grounded Presence, our awareness can 

receive and resonate with whatever is arising from the whole Field, including deeply imbedded 

places and ingrained patterns. As these become "swept up" into the vortex of what is unfolding, 

we will explore how to hold all that is emerging in our consciousness so the "something" that 

arises feels safe and allowed to express and complete itself. Through WB awareness, we receive 

the pulsating energy and holographic information from the Whole Field of Being, and as this 

energy interweaves through our own embodiment, it generates fluctuations that allow for new 

possibilities to form.  

 This process of unfolding and reworking painful and traumatized places usually occurs 

over a prolonged period of time. Each session allows a little more physical unwinding and 

releasing to happen, freeing up energy for the body to re-work and realign itself as it was 

always meant to be- how it should have been all along. Recall that this is a holographic process, 

so that many layers and levels are transforming all at once. We are providing the conditions for 

the embodied self to journey toward discovering its own right direction and pathway toward 

wholeness. Levine calls this the interplay between the healing vortex and the trauma vortex. In 

therapy, the healing vortex is developed in many ways: through the therapist-client 

relationship, with genuine attitude of patience, acceptance and interactive Presence; 

facilitating clients' capacity to stand on their own two feet (both physically and experientially as 

a sense of All-of-Me-Here); expanding awareness and ability to be-with difficult places (feelings/ 

experiences) without getting overwhelmed, disconnected or drawn into the trauma vortex; 

strengthening Whole Person (Grounded Presence), ability to self-regulate, calm nervous 

system, feel more centered, connect with their core, etc.  

 Thus, when the traumatized places open into consciousness, they can be held and 

contained within this Larger Whole. The energy that has been blocked can feel very frightening 

and overwhelming, and can draw us into the vortex of this up surging of powerful 

physical/emotional experiences. This is where the process of Holding Both is essential for the 

reorganizing and transforming of trauma to safely navigate the turbulent passage, without re-

traumatizing and re-evoking old defensive patterns. The unwinding of the trauma vortex 
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requires Grounded Presence, solid physical containment of anchoring and gentle, safe holding 

in awareness of both Whole and the part. 

 At this stage and throughout the WBF process, we strive to shift back and forth from the 

Grounded Presence of our whole self to that which is coming forward. When that part or place 

feels the support and caring of a larger context of holding and containing, it can show ‘more’ of 

itself and open to its own healing. The aim is to hold both your GWBP (“Conscious self”) and the 

part/aspect that is emerging with equal regard. The dynamic of holding both allows you to stay 

centered and grounded while also allowing the feeling/movement/pattern to further open and 

shift or resolve from within itself. This step is akin to communion, in that you are establishing a 

communication link between the larger WB Self, firmly connected to the Field of environment 

and the part of you that is needing, wanting Focusing attention. This is the core of the WB 

transformation process, the dynamic relationship and interaction between the Presence of 

Being (Whole) and the presence of becoming (parts).  

 There are however difficulties we often encounter so that we often need bridges/ 

handles to enable us to venture forward. As these terms imply, a bridge is something that 

allows us to safely cross from one place to another, and a handle is something to hold on to 

during this passage. The tendency for our system is to contract or return to old patterns when 

its security or safety feels threatened, or our mind tries to fix, change, correct, judge etc. 

instead of letting be and letting come. We will explore some ways to facilitate the life-forward 

WBF process without interfering or adding any additional pressure or stress to an already 

pressurized system.  

Elements of Encountering Phase I: 

Approaching the inner most places- moving to core parts/ central ordeal 

Inviting our daemons/certain dark places- parts that need healing/feel deeply    

Sensing  old sequences/identities- express a core drama & characters; pantomiming 

Bridging between old/familiar and new/unfamiliar- facilitating transition 
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Holding both- making space for more life/ interplay between Whole and parts      

 

ENCOUNTERING PHASE I – Transition: Betwixt and Between/ Facing challenges as we move 

from familiar to unfamiliar territory 

 Inviting wounded places/ trauma-based patterns/ inner dramas that need healing & expression  

                                           1. Sensing wounded/exiled parts- a) approaching central drama/ ordeal 

                                  b) Inviting all parts to come forward/ what calls our attention 

                          c) contain and connect with their suffering/pain/ distress; making 

space for what is there; 

                   2.  Allowing something  to show more of itself in its own way & time- 

contacting desires and blocks 

      3. Process of bridging/holding both- Grounded Presence of self and 

companions through accessing emotional/physical/spiritual support                                                         

        4. Unfolding of old patterns- inviting something  to complete itself;  

                            pantomime- embodied expression of what it wants/needs to show or do. 

       5. Letting the body reorganize itself- reassess /realign old patterns 

            a) Unwinding of trauma places- dynamic shifts between letting come and  

      holding back 

           b) Letting places explore their own possibilities- developing new capacities;  

   new ways of being; allowing old parts/places to rethink/rework their positions.  

         c)  Bridging the passage to new, unfamiliar ways of being- caring  
   presence of Companion; returning to grounding via feet/floor   
   connection;  swaying, rocking (or other) movements of the body; hands  
   touching (holding, rubbing) sensitive places; certain gestural or postural  
   shifts; active use of Self- offering physical support (touch) if requested or  
   allowed; emergence of a word/  image/ symbol that might help as a  
   handle; harnessing safety and support from  the space/ environment/  
   Nature, etc.  

   d).   Holding Both- shifting awareness between the whole and what is unfolding  
   We will explore this via an entire WBF demo and then in pairs, incorporating all  
   the previous aspects of Grounding, Presencing, Co-Presencing, letting come, and 
   being-with what emerges. We will allow sufficient time for the process, with  
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   particular emphasis on the dynamic interplay of maintaining a felt connection  
   with the Whole (Grounded Presence) and the opening, unfolding of the   
   place/part that is coming. The Companion holds the space, inviting all the room  
   needed for more life to flow, more aliveness to  come, and all the time the  
   body-wisdom needs to allow the "something" to fully unfold. 

 

            IIIb.  ENCOUNTERING PHASE II-theatre of living body/ outward expression 

 In the journey of transformation, we often enter a "dark zone" of trauma-based 

patterns and roles, and encounter how these places (inner parts/ scenes/ felt sensations etc) 

live in us. We can open our consciousness to deep inward contemplation, reflection and 

Focusing connection with inner body awareness (felt senses)- and allow these places to show 

themselves to us. Once these places feel the safety and containment of Grounded Presence 

(from our own embodied space, the space with our companion(s) in Co-Presence, the larger 

space of environment/ spirits..,   we can provide space for these parts/places to move into 

action and outward expression. Since complex trauma takes place in relationships, these at first 

external scenarios become internalized as inner dramas and internal interactions- or are 

projected outward and oftentimes unconsciously played out with others in our world.  

  In this phase of WBF transformation, we can invite these internal dramas and roles to 

be played out  in the safety and support of what we can call a "theatre" space. The process of 

encountering darker parts of the self and painful/traumatic scenes and patterns can be quite 

scary and challenging. especially when we have identified with one role in the whole scenario 

(therefore dissociated or disconnected from others that often feel like they come "at" us). Thus 

we may experience ourselves feeling "victimized" or "controlled" by some disowned part of the 

self (or may be projected onto others- or onto figures that threaten us on the path).  When we 

inhabit a part, it helps us to get to know that place more from the inside. It also allows us to 

change perspective ("role reversal") so that it becomes part "of" us instead of "apart from" us- 

this can shift the direction of bodily energy. We give consent for this part or character to 

express itself actively and outwardly. Since both "sides" of a situation exist in the same living 

body, the dramatization and enactment of these parts provides a means by which exiled parts 

and fearful places/ experiences can be reprocessed and integrated back into the living body of 
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wholeness. This is a powerful means of allowing us to reassess certain roles and facilitate 

completion and transformation on our journey.  

Elements of Encountering Phase II 

WB transformation- retrieval and unwinding of traumas/wounds/ dark parts     

Inhabiting/embodying- a role/part/'dark' place or the Other (role reversal)  

Allowing this part to show more of itself- to open outward/ complete a sequence 

 Dramatic expression of encounters- seminal scenes/ enacting trauma roles 

  

Co-enacting a role play- community responses/ transformative roles 

 Repair/renewal- something new emerging, re-organizing,  reassessing its position     

   

ENCOUNTERING PHASE II – Theatre of the living body                                                                                                                                                                                

Outward expression/dramatization of parts of self 

                                         1. Preparation for being "on stage"                                            

                   a)  Warm-up- stretching/ loosening/ breathing 

      b) Sensing what wants expression/enactment 

      c) Inhabiting/embody a feeling/energy/posture/ inner being  

     waiting for the body to feel its energy, rhythm, tones & spirit                                                                             

               

      d)  Deep immersion in the role/part- allowing the drama-body to  

                  move, shift, express, open outward in its own way.  

  

   2. Dramatic expression- living body shows a story/enacts a sequence 

   a) Setting up the scene or play- how it wants to be 

expressed/enacted (verbal or nonverbal; what type of process is 

wanted); Focuser can be observer or participant; select others to 

play roles or help enact the scenario; 
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   b) Playing out a part or scene with community  participation and 

support- allow the inner felt and spirit to move and interact in 

whatever way it comes; can be silent or with dialogue 

              c) Focuser as observer can intervene or enter the drama any time;                

stays attuned to the felt sense of what is unfolding; resonates with the 

overall feel of the reconfiguration.                   

            d) Audience is focusing/resonating with the process- transmitting 

felt energy; receiving something that emerges from the theatre.  

 

3. Coming back to WB self- Focuser is guided back into Grounded 

Presence/ whole embodied self;                                                                              

                        a) Integration/assimilation- Focuser senses what has emerged 

                        b) Participants share their experiences and felt senses                    

                        c) Whole group takes time in silence to absorb and resonate  

 

IV. RETURNING PHASE- re-entry/ integrating into new Self 

This final phase involves re-entry back into the ordinary, everyday world, inviting us to make 

the "crossing" from our special world, taking with us the gifts, learning and experiences that 

have transformed our whole sense of Self. The returning process itself has its challenges, as we 

are leaving our sacred community back into the larger community, with a new identity or 

different perspective. We may not yet be comfortable with this new way of being or ready to 

actually enact these changes in our actual life situations. Many aspects will remain only partially 

complete- requiring new rounds of the journey of transformation. We will explore some way to 

facilitate this transition back into the ordinary world, taking with us the, new ways of being and 

unfinished components into next steps on our journey. In the circle of being, we return to the 

living body of wholeness, both different and yet the same. Each ending is a beginning, each 

beginning is an ending. 
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Elements of Returning Phase: 

Re-entry to ordinary world- challenge of integrating into life in new way(s) 

Inviting next steps to emerge- how changes/ new Self can live forward  

Sensing/ symbolizing/ expressing what has transformed- changes/ shifts 

Being/moving in the world- embodying shifts 

Finding/ keeping the gifts of the journey- reward of the journey 

 

RETURNING- integrating shifts into new sense of Self/ re-entry into life  

             1. Sensing the whole journey- 

a) Embracing what has come                                                                                                
         
b) Acknowledging challenges that remain/"more" to unfold                                                                          
c) Commitment to carrying forward- difficulty in re-entering 

2.  Embodying/integrating life-forward transformations into body/ spirit  

                 a)  Walking the path- a) allowing the whole body to move,stand, dance, 

gesture its life energy & new way of being 

                       b) Gathering gifts from the journey- creating ways to symbolize and express 

discoveries and changes 

                                

CLOSING- gathering around the circle/ celebrating the process 

The circle is a Universal symbol of connection, of wholeness and of the never-ending, ongoing 

and holographic nature of Life and the call of Being. Let's gather round in a circle, and together 

generate a space of welcoming for all of us here together. We will take time to invite a felt 

sense of the whole of the 4 days together, sense how we are as a whole group, how you are in 

relation to the group. We can invite our collective embodied wisdom to generate energy and 
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move us together in the spirit of dance that celebrates our being-together as a Whole 

embodied organism. 

 

              1. Sharing the fruits/challenges of the journey                        

 2. Circle/ wheel of life- a) Giving thanks for the gifts and  the healing- for giving 

and receiving support 

      b) Gathering together to sense the larger body of wholeness/ spirit of self, 

group, family, community, world 

    3. Transmuting traumas into healing dramas of the living                                                                                    
  body- the ongoing journey of transformation 
 

Focusing exercise: Let's take some time to find our own good resting and stopping place. You 

might sense how you are in relation to your calling that starting the journey of adventure. 

Perhaps there is some resolution, new awareness, new information, new aliveness, perhaps 

your Wholebody carries something differently as you re-enter everyday life. You might want to 

take a moment to sense how you might carry forward something you have learned, 

experienced, discovered into your living. If appropriate, you might want to appreciate yourself 

for having the courage and desire to embark and go through this journey, perhaps thanking 

your body-wisdom and all that supported you on the path. Let's invite a sense of Coming Home 

to yourself, to your primordial connection with the Whole Field of Being and Life-energy. Then 

we might all invite a moment of rest- a pause in which we become still to sense the whole of 

You just as you are now. 
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Addendum: additional experiential exercises to include in each phase: 

Phase 1: Exercises to develop capacities as a human organon: attuning with felt body/ inner 
being 

 Developing our human Organon facilitates a deepening immersion in the inner world of 

self and other- an organismic resonance and mimesis in which we do not only reflect and mirror 

the Focuser's process but more importantly, use our whole body as a resonating instrument. As 

we receive the music and rhythm of the inner living being coming through the whole body, we 

also internally feel these  inner selves. It is this embodied immersion and attuned qualitative 

awareness that allows our whole body to receive the felt sense of what this being is 

experiencing/ suffering. In effect, we let our whole body be 'played on' by the tones, feel, 

rhythm, aura and feeling vibrations of what is emerging. From this direct experiencing, our 

organism is affected by as well as effects the frequency in the field- and can also digest and 

modulate what has come so that a genuine healing response develops.  

 

 1) Embodied Presence: As a living being, we are the embodiment (a concrete 

manifestation of / an aspect of) the larger presencing of Being as a whole. In holding a 

particular space, we can see ourselves as a separate entity, in which what we experience is our 

own private property, to which we take ownership. However, in becoming an instrument of 

Being, an organ of Spirit, we strive to connect with our inner body of awareness, which can 

sense that we are all interconnected, including "parts" of ourselves that seem to be 

independent entities. If we don't make a "thing" out of what we are experiencing, then we can 

more and more attune to the presence of inner feeling tones, the sound waves, rhythms, 

energy that is the music of our own Being.  

Exercise: There are three core aspects to this modality: 1) Taking a stance- holding a position/ 
being a body; body sculpting 2) Qualitative awareness- tuning the body to become a receptive 
organ; organism as a resonating instrument of feeling tones and sensual qualities; 3) 
Connecting with centers of awareness- peripheral body- feet; arms; hands, back;  centrifugal 
body- upper body & lower body;  centers in head, heart, hara.  

Taking time to invite an inner feel of the whole body- physicality; spatiality; connectivity; 
receptivity; inward sense of channels of information- feeling tones, rhythm, beats, wavelengths 
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of sensations, sounds, vision, touch; silent inner felt connection; silent outward receptor; deep 
hara/core  breathing.  

 2) Connecting/ resonating: Becoming an instrument of healing and birthing primarily 

involves capacity for making the interconnection and contact with the being(s) striving to be 

born. The process of connecting through qualitative awareness and embodied presence enable 

us to truly make direct inner contact with the sensual and feeling qualities of another's inner 

being (soul-spirit). We can only do this when we are also in direct contact with our own inner 

being and its own qualities of soul, spirit (life energy) and felt experiencing. It is this capacity for 

allowing our organism to truly be a resonating tool or instrument in contact with the larger field 

of being as well as the inner core of our own being. Thus, we will be exploring what it feels like 

to resonate and also how this process of residents is actually an intertwining of two qualities 

that merge in our awareness and in our body. 

Exercise: We will explore two dimensions of connecting: 1) inward receiving/ resonating- 
experiencing various channels and qualities of objects (their inner being as resonant/felt within 
one's own awareness; awareness of the qualities and atmosphere of the field; silent being-with- 
pause and inward experiencing (feeling) before a verbal response 2) intertwining/ reversibility- 
sensing the two sides of every awareness; quality of feeling and being felt; touching and being 
touched; sensing feelings and being within one's own self and one's own self with any other. 
touching with eyes (gaze) and hands- first as physical contact, then as an intention to touch the 
other's inner being.  

 3) Ingesting/metabolizing: Listening to and being with another human being contactful 

way and he likened to the process of digestion. For example, if we slow down, pause, and allow 

our awareness to connect with the sensual qualities of a favorite food, this can help us 

appreciate the process of ingesting. In order to fully savor and enjoy the food, we use our sense 

of smell, taste, vision. To metabolize then means allowing the energy, nutrition, and feel of the 

food to interweave within  our own body so that it transforms our own being. And there is also 

a sense of something "lingering," an after-effect that is part of the whole experience- a taste, 

the smell, the feel, etc. This residual after-taste and sensual feel is part of the after-effect of any 

communication. When we receive an expression, we allow time to digest, chew on, and linger 

with the residual Isensate) feel of what has been transmitted.  
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Exercise: Let us practice two aspects of this modality: 1) Internalizing- taking in/receiving the 
feeling tonality and other sensual qualities of  what comes; letting the fullness of feeling 
qualities be experienced and sensed with one's whole body; and 2) Digesting- we take time to 
allow what has been received to be "chewed on" internally; to allow what has been received to 
intermingle with our organism; letting something metabolize is to change its form (trans-form) 
as an inner sense (feel) that becomes part of our own system/ experience; to sense the being 
living in you; centrality of pausing.  

 4) Attuning/harmonizing: This modality is inseparable from #3- i.e. that part of the 

process of ingesting and metabolizing is the capacity for sensitive attunement to the feeling 

tones and wave lengths being transmitted. Qualitative awareness as an embodied instrument is 

the primary vehicle for attuning to the sounds and vibrations of the other within one's own 

organism. Our awareness becomes like a receiving "device," that picks up signals through 

multiple channels, while inviting the body to shape itself in response to these wave tones- or 

soul qualities. We also listen for and attune to what seems missing, absent, or lacking in the 

way that we pick up the embodied "story" or situation. It is often the absent aspect or element 

(or inner being) that our own resonant organism senses , feels and offers as a response.  

Exercise: We will explore two features of this modality: 1) Attuning/matching- modulating our 
feeling tones of listening, attuning to wavelengths of energy/ felt sensing that link us from our 
inner being (core Self/ soul quality) to the inner being of another, as well as to a Larger Field of 
Being; 2) Co-presencing/ channeling what is present and absent-  sensing the felt resonance/ 
consonance/accord with our partner, or the felt discord/ dissonance with what is being 
transmitted. Feeling the inner being of the other inside of one's own body and allowing our 
body to "shape-shift" to be congruent and symmetrical with the energetic feel of this being 
(and field).  

 5) Entraining/transmitting: in addition to the capacity of our Organon is as an embodied 

sensor and receptor of feeling tones, energy, rhythms, sound waves from the Focuser, our 

embodied stance as a companion is also at the same time a transmitter. Thus, our way of being 

with another, how we listen, as well as the tonality/pacing of our voice and postural alignment 

silently transmits a frequency wave toward the Focuser. Our Organon, viewed as a musical 

instrument becomes a chamber in which we are sending chords and tones into the field. This 

process is called entrainment, in which two oscillating chambers,  bodies, influence and affect 

each other until their rhythmic systems are in sync. Similar to the embodied felt connection of 
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mother and infant, an awareness of our calm, solid, engaged presence exerts a healing 

influence on the inner body sense of the other. 

Exercise: We are going to practice two ways of experiencing this important modality. 1) 
Organon as transmitting instrument- in dyads, we will explore the experience of this silent 
transmission of energy, feelings, and responding. The Focuser share some experience, situation 
or story, and the companion will take time to pause and silently listen with your whole body – 
and through inner resonance, invite and inward response to be sent toward the Focuser. We 
will then switch, and share the felt effect of this transmission; 2) Entraining with each other- 
we will explore this phenomenon in various ways. First, one person invite and express a sound, 
and the other modulate your organism in sync with the sound. Second, one person invite a 
movement, and the other invite a corresponding movement. Third, one person breathe deeply 
and slowly, and the other notice the impact and effect on your own breathing pattern. 

 6) Bearing/ birthing: As we listen and attune to the other, we want to give as much 

space and time as possible to allow something (some inner one) to incubate and gestate itself, 

i.e. to form and emerge into what it is and needs to become. This inner process of incubation 

involves the capacity to bear with the other through a solid embodied connection with Self and 

with the Field- as well as a sense of taking a stance of facilitating the other to bear the pain of 

birth. Thus, we are attuning to and listening for whatever is pregnant  in the process- to help 

animate that being so that it is enabled to come alive and sense its own inner spirit- embodying 

the spirit/soul qualities allow for a new (way of) being to be born. 

Exercise: This modality will be explored through an experience of 1) Letting form/bearing with- 
giving space for a full sense of the inward source/ qualities of an inner being; helping 
endure/encounter painful places/experiences; and 2) helping come into being- supporting/ 
facilitating the emergence of some aspect- letting its own way of being emerge, and be 
expressed.    

        

Phase 1- part 2: Exercises for being-in Co-Presence/ Co-Resonance with self and other 

Being-in Grounded Presence- qualities that foster compassion and empathic resonance 

Let's take time to explore the bodily sense of the Focusing attitude. Invite your body to explore 

the embodied stance of being solid, neutral, open. Notice how your body stands (or sits) in this 

posture of open receptivity and welcoming, feeling relaxed, balanced, flexible. Invite a gesture 

that might express welcoming with open-arms and gentle hands.  
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As Companion/Therapist, we take time to settle into Grounded Presence. We trust in the 

organism's actualizing/growth tendency,  the life-forward movement that will naturally arise 

and unfold when we maintain the Focusing attitude of welcoming acceptance and caring-

feeling Presence. Practicing Co-Presence means Just Being, Not-Knowing, because we trust that 

the body-wisdom can generate words, interactions, awareness, and experiencing needed to 

carry forward and transform itself. It requires patience, having no pre-set agenda or 

expectation, a genuine sense that nothing needs to happen, that we follow the lead of the 

Focuser and their bodily process. Explore in yourself these qualities: humility, gentleness, 

flexibility, calmness, modeling that it is ok to be wrong, that we don't have to know what to do 

or say, that we don't have to be clever or wise, or be right.  

Exercise: With a partner, take time to relax into Grounded Presence. We aware of any 
anxiety about "doing it right," or performing, seeing if it is ok to let go of any need to fix, 
resolve, try, effort, follow pre-set order, guide, be smart, have to know what to say or 
do. As we do so, notice if you can just Be, allowing your whole body to come into 
awareness, feeling your own space and wholeness, connected with the ground-
environment and then with your partner.  

1) Being together in shared (co-created) space- When being with another in WBF, the most 

important aspect is to be-present as a whole, real and embodied being. At the start of every 

session, strive to empty yourself of any agenda, expectations or pre-suppositions of what 

might come today in our meeting. Take time to ground in the body, in the chair, floor and 

space, taking time to move into Grounded Presence. If something becomes anxious, 

agitated, or wants to  "do" something, "fix,' direct the action, give advice etc., try to make a 

gentle space for that one. Then find a way to come back into Grounded Presence and being-

with your whole body-self and that of the Focuser. 

Exercise: When  find a partner; stand and explore a right distance between you; then we 
will take 5 minutes to just be-with each other (usually in silence) and notice what 
emerges in your body-feeling-sensing space; you may make eye contact, touch or do 
whatever feels mutually ok. Afterwards, we will take about 5-7 minutes each to share 
what came during the exercise. 

2) Receiving/observing/resonating- Allow your awareness to connect both with the whole 

body/ whole self of the Focuser and your wholebody Self. When well-anchored, our 
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wholebody awareness can both observe and receive what Focuser's body-experiential 

process is doing and expressing. We use our bodily organon to inwardly feel and resonate 

with whatever is being communicated- which  could include voice/feeling tones, a type of 

speaking pattern (e.g. rapid talk with no pauses), gestures, physical movement, as well as 

any signs of stress, hyper-arousal, shutting down, disconnecting etc. We receive all that 

comes with an attitude of welcoming from our caring-feeling Presence. Through silent 

inward attunement, we gain awareness of inner beings and felt dramas.  

 3) Mirroring movements (Mimesis)- Let your embodied organism attune to the 

"language" of the body. Sense the story the body (i.e.  an embodied inner being)  is telling 

or directly showing, via pathways of energy, sensations, felt experiencing,  postural shifts, 

spontaneous movement, etc.. Maintain awareness of your own body postures, movements, 

and felt sensing as it naturally mirrors and resonates (amplifies, complements or interacts) 

with Focusers' body-language. Our embodied Presence organically mirrors the Focuser's 

process, and this mirroring, as well as inward resonating/ attuning is a crucial part of how 

we develop deeply felt, embodied soul connection with another.  

 Exercise: In dyad, while standing together, as Focuser, invite the body to express 
something without words (felt quality; situation, inner being, etc.). As Companion, invite 
your body to follow and move in resonance with Focuser, including awareness of inner 
qualities of feeling and energy. 

 Exercise: Mimesis/ mimetic resonance- The feeling body of awareness (embodied 
organism as organon) is the central instrument of listening and attuning to the Focuser/client. 
We are going to practice the crucial step of what we can call mimesis or mimetic resonance, a 
way of being with another that "shows, than tells, by means of directly-represented action that 
is enacted." Mimesis at the essence of Co-Presence, in which we invite our whole body to 
imitate or represent  what is emerging in the shared field. We allow our body to be impacted, to 
re-present, or re-enact the bodily sense of the Focuser's words, manner of embodying or inner 
being that emerges. Our body then can inhabit a spaced that is in resonance with that of the 
Focuser- including mannerisms, posture, tonal qualities, energy etc. It is from this process that 
we can more fully receive the communication of the Focuser, and more directly experience the 
spirit and felt qualities of what it is expressing. 
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Phase #2: Letting come of inner-arising movement- awakening life energy/ animating inner 
spirit 

 4) Listening from WB Co-Presence- being-with what comes or wants attention  

 When we listen with the whole body, we resonate/receive/ metabolize the full field of 

sensory, bodily, emotional, and motoric experiences. Sensing what to say or do comes from an 

inner guide/source, from the depths of the body knowing, informed by an openness to the 

shared space with Focuser/client. We strive to maintain embodied connection and empathic 

contact with client, which will bring to consciousness and somatically resonate what the 

Focuser/client may be experiencing. We take time to fully receive and bodily experience the 

shared field of inner experience, physical movement and interactive space, reflecting back what 

might be emerging for the Focuser/client. We invite the Focuser to check inwardly, with their 

own bodily felt experiencing, to notice if it resonates, feels right. We then fine tune what has 

been mirrored, to correct, modify, amplify, so that we get it just right.  

 There naturally flows “something” that wants attention. We may incorporate a specific 

issue, problem or aspect mentioned by the client, then just noticing whatever actually arises. As 

Companion, we consciously invite and maintain a bodily felt sense of both GP and whatever is 

emerging from the body-process. When accompanying the Focuser, it is crucial that we 

continue Focusing from GP while attuning with WB qualitative awareness that whatever is 

emerging. Knowing how to be with and what to reflect seems to come directly out of this 

experience of holding both in awareness. Below are some additional specific ways of listening 

and responding to the client in a WBF process.  

 a)  Letting come/ giving consent. When the body begins to move, and energy, feelings 
start to stir, it is important that we allow what is there to emerge in whatever way it comes. 
Our head is usually in the habit of judging or evaluating what arises or is pushing for something 
to happen. In Focusing, we want what comes to be authentic to the body’s own sequences-thus 
you can’t make it happen, only let it come. Therefore, it is crucial that you allow, give consent to 
the body feel/energy to do whatever it does independent of any deliberate, conscious control 
or direction, so that the felt sense (the life energy of an inner being) feels free to open and 
become more aware of itself in any way it needs.   

 

 b)  Expressing and mirroring aliveness and activity In WBF from Grounded Presence, 
there is often a natural somatic resonance with Focuser's bodily process; notice how your body 
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might be moving in sequence with the client's movements; mirroring of movements (mimesis) 
as natural corresponding gestures, postures, energy, voice tone; can  feel quite supportive to 
the client;  it can also deepen the empathic attunement to the whole felt sensing and bodily 
implying that the client is experiencing. Stay aware of any body signals that come in the shared 
space as they likely reflect something emerging in the inter-relational field. Try to match and 
attune using your own body, voice tone, awareness and calm, caring presence to stay in close 
contact with the Focuser. This is intimate connection without coinciding, imposing or directing 
clients' process.  

 c) Receiving/ inner bodily experiencing. During Focusing, if anything new, different or 
positive comes, take some time to receive what has come. This skill allows you to more fully 
feel and experience the shift or change that comes from the body. Often what comes may not 
seem to resolve anything or be very significant, yet even the smallest of steps might be 
overlooked if you don’t stop and sense into even slight changes. You may notice a small breath, 
maybe a sense of relief or easing, something new or fresh, a loosening, more energy, freeing 
feeling etc. If you notice anything shift, pause and allow some room to stay with that positive or 
better feel in the body. 
 

 d)  Resonating.  When anything comes, it is important to check back with the body to 
sense for fit or rightness. As you take something down to the body, it helps you sense further 
for its right feel and further information, or movement. Resonating is listening to the body with 
a fine tuning fork, sensing for the vibrations. The inner spirit of the body will feel more 
acknowledged as you continually check with it and let it tell you of its rightness. Resonating is 
also helpful in developing trust in the body- especially if we hold self and other from our center 
(hara)- our resonating soul. If you are trying to change a habit pattern, you might invite and 
check with your body to tell you how it would like to move or be-  
 
 e) Wholebody listening. In this process, you learn to listen with your whole body. This 
type of listening is more than just hearing words or observing movements, or reflecting feelings 
in a parrot-like manner. As you become more grounded in your Presence, you receive and listen 
with the whole of your body. You may sense something stirring in your body in response to 
your own or another’s felt sense/ movement. There is a deeper and more profound connection 
with the whole body as an instrument that can sense and feel, letting a response to emerge 
from within your own inner body wisdom. With WB listening from Grounded Presence, we are 
open to many modalities of bodily felt sense experiencing: sensory data, kinesthetic data, 
energy, postural & gestural data, environmental information, emotional feeling, impulses, 
imagery, thoughts, etc. With WB awareness that is open to this larger Ground of Being, we can 
attune to the whole field in which the body's implying forward can be sensed. As Companion, 
we are Co-Presencing with the Focuser/client as we become aware of what emerges into the 
field of co-resonance.  Whatever emerges from the field of awareness reflects this shared WB 
process as it unfolds between us. 
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Phase 3: Theatre of the living soul-body: group Wholebody Focusing experience 
 
f)  Interactive engagement from WB Co-Presence- individual/group as resource- shared 

resonance    We can use our embodied self as a resource, not only for internally receiving, 

resonating and attuning to an inner being, and the felt qualities of awareness that this inner 

one experiences. Our organon can also assume an active, engaged and embodied role- noticing 

something emerging in the field of awareness (such as words, image, felt sensation, meaning, a 

different type of movement or some sense of something needed right here), something that 

can be shared as a tentative suggestion, invitation, or possible type of co-enactment. We can 

use our felt sense and qualitative awareness to notice something that seems missing or absent, 

or conversely as something wanted, needed in the space between us-  including some 

experiment, activity, touch, silence, etc. It is important to notice when our own body awareness 

registers that clients are in emotional overwhelm, disconnect, fight or flight, frozenness,  

increasing stress or shock, or are caught up in some reaction pattern. The Focuser is always 

invited to check with their own experiencing and felt sensing to resonate the felt rightness of 

any type of invitation or sharing. If we do share something that comes, it is crucial that it is 

"owned" as one's response or felt sense, e.g. "what comes in me is...? or "I sensed something 

wanting protection..." etc.   

This type of engagement forms the basis of the living theatre- in which the whole group 

participates in the healing and transformation of each participant. The living body in contact 

with the larger Field of Being can attune to and resonate with other inner beings- and allow the 

felt attunement to play itself out.  In the living theatre, anyone who wishes can have a turn in 

processing something, with myself as Companion/Listener and can include the  active 

participation of others- either to play out an inner part, or to provide support, or whatever 

might be needed. The Focuser can either participate or observe the process unfold, as others 

enact the experience of an inner being, as it emerges through bodily and inward resonance. 
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Gift of trauma- healing/resolution as restoration of body-mind-soul 

There are some life events that are so horrible that they will always bring experiences of 

suffering, pain, rage, confusion, shame etc. Thus, there may be an inherent danger in creating 

an expectation that one can fully recover without any subsequent emotional or somatic 

reactions. However, the gifts that emerge from this journey are the process of gaining strength 

and overcoming huge obstacles, of seeing humans at their worst and yet somehow surviving 

and transcending, of learning that your Whole self is more than any part however wounded, 

that you can co-exist with your suffering, continuing to learn and grow from trauma, developing 

trust in a deeper body-wisdom and inner knowing that is a doorway to Self-in-Presence, and 

develop deep compassion for others suffering and their Whole Person and a reverence for life 

and love. When we can allow suffering for our traumas and pains, we increase capacity for WB 

Presence, thus can also more fully engage in living and experiencing our joys and passions.  

 

Quotes related to resolution of trauma- transformation   

Gendlin (1978)  “Every bad feeling is a potential energy toward a more right way of being, if you 

give it space to move toward its rightness… The sense of what is wrong carries with it, 

inseparably, a sense of the direction toward what is right (p. 75)… Your physically-felt body is in 

fact part of a gigantic system… This sense of being bodily alive in a vast system is the body as 

felt from inside (p. 76).”  

“Your body knows the direction of healing and life. If you take time to listen to it through 

focusing, it will give you the steps in the right direction (p.77)”  

Gendlin (1991) “Every pain is an alarm: It implies that something ought not to be as it is. A pain 

implies its not being there- its healing. The sense of a life-problem also implies its direction of 

solution… (p. 143).” 

 “The direction of bodily implying moves toward rightening itself… We sense a pain as implying 

its being gone. Also the psychic pain of some long-gone events: it still implies that what 

happened should not have happened… and that also functions in implying steps of carrying 

forward and healing what happened… Anything wrong has a direction of rightening… (p. 146).”  

J. Herman (1992) “Resolution of the trauma is never final; recovery is never complete. The 

impact of a traumatic event continues to reverberate throughout the survivor’s lifecycle. Issues 

that were sufficiently resolved at one stage of recovery may be reawakened as the survivor 

reaches new milestones in her development (p.210).” 
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“To avert such needless disappointment and humiliation, patients should be advised as they 

complete a course of treatment that post-traumatic symptoms are likely to recur under stress… 

The patient should not be led to expect that any treatment is absolute or final… Though 

resolution is never complete, it is often sufficient for the survivor to turn her attention from the 

tasks of recovery to the tasks of ordinary life (p. 211).”  

“The survivor who has accomplished her recovery faces life with few illusions but often with 

gratitude. Her view of life may be tragic, but for that very reason she has learned to cherish 

laughter. She has a clear sense of what is important and what is not. Having encountered evil, 

she knows how to cling to what is good. Having encountered the fear of death, she knows how 

to celebrate life (p. 212).” 

P. Levine (1997) “Every trauma provides an opportunity for authentic transformation. Trauma 

amplifies and evokes the expansion and contraction of psyche, body, and soul… (p.195). 

“Trauma, resolved, is a blessing from a greater power (p. 196)…  

“Feelings of pleasure and expansion are evidence that the organism is moving into the healing 

vortex… You have to be able to give the felt sense free license to communicate without 

censoring what it has to say (p. 217)…  

“There is an innate natural wisdom whose laws provide order in the universe (p.219)… Through 

the utilization of natural laws, we begin to recognize the cyclic patterns from which our reality 

is woven. Ultimately, this can lead to a higher understanding of the relationship between life 

and death (p. 220).”  

“In the process of healing trauma we integrate our triune brains. The transformation that 

occurs when we do this fulfills our evolutionary destiny. We become completely human 

animals, capable of the totality of our natural abilities… (p. 266). 

B. Rothchild (2000) “The body remembers traumatic events through the encoding in the brain 

of sensations, movements, and emotions that are associated with trauma. Healing PTS and 

PTSD necessitates attention to what is happening in the body as well as the interpretations 

being made in the mind. Language bridges the mind/body gap, linking explicit and implicit 

memories. Somatic memory becomes personal history when the impact of traumatic events are 

so weakened that the events can finally be placed in their proper point in the client’s past (p. 

173).”  

P. Ogden (2006) “The events [clients] have endured have not changed, but the negative effects 

on mind and body have been transformed. Rather than feeling helpless, alone, and vulnerable 

in a threatening world, they begin to feel a sense of solidness and solidarity- an ability to 

protect themselves and a sense that others are there for help and support… Knowing, feeling, 
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and doing- and thus experiencing- these physical actions help to transform the way in which 

clients consciously and unconsciously hold and organize past traumas in their bodies and 

minds… (p.300)”  

“Out of the transformations in her physical experience, [a] client emerged finally with 

compassion for herself and a felt sense of worth. Our hope for all our clients is that they too can 

take up their lives as people who survived terrible experiences but were ultimately 

strengthened, not destroyed, by them. These hard-won achievements are the definitive mark of 

the successful completion of treatment (p. 301).”  

C. J. Dalenberg (2007) “Trauma therapy… requires great courage of the part of the client, and 

an equal measure of honesty and courage on the part of the therapist. One allows the most 

frightening and disturbing attachment-related beliefs to become speakable, in part by granting 

them a special transitional reality (p.243)…The therapist comes to be not simply a substitute for 

life-…- but a bridge to life (p.244).” 

“In rethinking ‘integration’ of extreme trauma,… it is worthwhile to consider what it means to 

‘integrate’ such an event. In one way, trauma clients are symptomatic because they have 

integrated the traumatic event, meaning that the horrific reality of the trauma is now within 

reach of their imaginations (p. 257)… [Resolution of trauma can mean that] she lives not ‘with’ 

her traumatic history, but ‘beside’ it…like [a] double existence.  The continued contradictions of 

living with and beside trauma also must be tolerated by therapist and client alike- remembering 

and forgetting the past, mastering trauma, and accepting its power to change one’s priorities 

and life view (p. 258)… The end point of therapy also includes mourning the unmourned aspects 

of the trauma (p. 258).”  
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Phase 1- Preparation 

Grounded/Embodied Presence- containment 

Postural stances- general comportment; body sculpting/ freezing- feeling the embodied position- what it 

expresses about your inner self; how this posture makes YOU feel inside; invite one or two aspects of 

this position to change/shift- notice how that makes you feel; how it might shift your inner sense of Self 

Allow your whole body to express your current sense of yourself- hold this posture, sensing how it feels, 

how your inner being gazes through your eyes, etc.  

Invite a posture that expresses a "defensive," or 'protective" stance- sense how that embodied position 

feels; the sense of self-environment that it  expresses; what it needs to feel safe and protiected 

Breathing- bringing life-energy/spirit to our organism; expanding inner space 

Qualitative awareness- attunement to inner sounds/tonality; felt qualities of sensory experience;             

4 spaces of awareness- 2 modalities of awareness- zooming in/ zooming out 

Rhythm- movement of life-energy; heartbeat; nervous system; our way of walking, talking, moving 

Finding our soul-space- inner guides; spirit resources; finding safety and support within self and in group 

Phase 2- Embarking- Co-Presence/ letting come 

“The nerves of the two human beings can be compared to chords of two musical instruments placed in 
the greatest possible harmony and union. When the chord is played on one instrument, a corresponding 
chord is created by resonance in the other instrument.” Tardy de Montravel 

Mutual entrainment of bio rhythms breathing together; gentle touch on thighs or forearms- allowing the 

same rhythm to develop in breathing, heartbeat, feeling quality, type of movements, etc 

Body doubling- Focuser inwardly attunes to felt sense of body-self right now; inviting deep awareness of 

body/embodied self; Companion breathes with and into their own inner body space to resonate with a 

felt sense of the Focuser- share first without words, through resonant feeling quality and tonality of 

expression; then share with words as they inwardly arise from the felt sensing. 

Letting go/ letting come- allowing something to arise from within its own inner energy/feel- a gesture, 

movement, sound; tone;  
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